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Topologically ordered phases of matter can be characterized by the presence of a universal, constant contribution to the entanglement entropy known as the topological entanglement entropy
(TEE). The TEE can been calculated for Abelian phases via a “cut-and-glue” approach by treating
the entanglement cut as a physical cut, coupling the resulting gapless edges with explicit tunneling
terms, and computing the entanglement between the two edges. We provide a first step towards
extending this methodology to non-Abelian topological phases, focusing on the generalized MooreRead (MR) fractional quantum Hall states at filling fractions ν = 1/n. We consider interfaces
between different MR states, write down explicit gapping interactions, which we motivate using an
anyon condensation picture, and compute the entanglement entropy for an entanglement cut lying
along the interface. Our work provides new insight towards understanding the connections between
anyon condensation, gapped interfaces of non-Abelian phases, and TEE.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Entanglement has become an indispensable tool in the
characterization of quantum many-body systems, particularly topologically ordered phases of matter, which cannot be identified through local order parameters. The
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most elementary measure of entanglement is provided by
the entanglement entropy (EE). Given a state |ψi and a
bipartition of the Hilbert space H = HA ⊗ HB , the EE
is given by

ground state can readily be approximated, without recourse to boundary CFT methods [11, 12] (see also Refs.
[13, 14] for related calculations).

S = −TrA (ρA ln ρA )

The utility of the cut-and-glue approach was made
manifest in the work of Cano et. al. [12], in which the
TEE for an entanglement cut along a gapped interface
between distinct Abelian topological phases was computed. The authors demonstrated that the TEE in fact
receives (universal) corrections depending on the choice
of interactions used to gap out the interface, even for an
interface between two regions with the same topological
order [15]. Gapped interfaces of topological phases are of
physical interest, due to the possibility of realizing nonAbelian defects at their endpoints [16–27]. In fact, it
was demonstrated that the aforementioned TEE corrections are directly related to the emergence of 1D SPTs
along these interfaces [28]. Recently, progress has also
been made in understanding (gapless) interfaces of topological phases beyond effective field theory constructions
through numerical simulations [29–31].

(1.1)

where ρA = TrB |ψi hψ| is the reduced density matrix of
A. Specializing to 2 + 1-dimensional systems, if |ψi is
the ground state of a local Hamiltonian and we choose a
spatial bipartitioning of the Hilbert space, then the EE
satisfies
S = αL − γ

(1.2)

in the thermodynamic limit, where L is the length of
the entanglement cut separating regions A and B. The
first term in this expression is known as the area law,
where α is a non-universal constant. In contrast, γ is a
universal quantity known as the topological entanglement
entropy (TEE) and is non-zero for topologically ordered
systems [1, 2]. If A has the topology of a smooth disc,
then γ = ln D, where D is the total quantum dimension,
a quantity which characterizes the anyon content of a
topological order.
As a single number, the TEE provides a rather coarse
grained description of a gapped state. A more descriptive
object is provided by the entanglement spectrum (ES)
[3], which is defined by first formally writing the reduced
density matrix for region A in the form of a thermal
density matrix,
ρA ∝ e−He .

(1.3)

The ES is then given by the spectrum of the operator
He , which is known as the entanglement Hamiltonian.
Remarkably, for (chiral) topological phases, the low-lying
part [4] of the ES for a spatial entanglement cut corresponds to the physical spectrum of the conformal field
theory (CFT) describing the edge of the topological order. This was first demonstrated numerically in fractional quantum Hall systems [3], while analytic arguments for the correspondence appeared shortly thereafter
[5–9].
Of particular interest to us is the work of Qi, Katsura, and Ludwig [7], which employed a “cut-and-glue”
approach to calculate the ES. These authors argued that
one can compute the ES by physically cutting the system along the entanglement cut between A and B and
turning on an interaction between the resulting gapless
edge states. Since the correlation length vanishes in the
bulk, any entanglement between A and B should come
from the the coupled edges. Using boundary CFT techniques, Qi et. al. deduced the ground state of the coupled edge system and showed that the ES does indeed
match that expected for the bulk topological order. Subsequent works applied this approach to the specific cases
of Abelian topological phases, whose edges are described
by multi-component Luttinger liquids [10]. In this case,
one can write down explicit gapping terms for which the

The goal of the present work is to provide a first step
towards extending the above story to non-Abelian topologically ordered phases of matter. Namely, we would like
to, for some class of non-Abelian states, (1) use the cutand-glue approach to compute the TEE in all topological
sectors. Furthermore, we will aim to (2) identify when
a gapped interface can be formed between these states
and what interactions can generate these interfaces, as
well as (3) compute the TEE for an entanglement cut
along such an interface. The second of these issues – the
construction of explicit gapping interactions – has been
extensively studied for Abelian systems [32–34], but is
less well understood for non-Abelian phases (although
interfaces of non-Abelian states have been studied at an
abstract level [35–43]).
To these ends, we focus on the generalized Moore-Read
(MR) states [44], which provide examples of the simplest non-Abelian fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states.
These states may be viewed as arising from p + ip pairing
of composite fermions [45] and, accordingly, their edge
theories are described by a free compactified chiral boson
and a free Majorana fermion [46]. One might then expect
the computation of the TEE in the MR state to be an
uneventful extension of the Abelian case. However, the
choice of the local electron operator, which determines
the allowed quasiparticles and provides the origin of the
non-Abelian properties of these phases, glues the bosonic
and fermionic sectors of the Hilbert space together in a
non-trival manner. As we will see, the calculation of the
EE requires a careful treatment of this organization of
the Hilbert space. Before delving into these calculations,
given the length of this paper, we first provide a summary
of our results.
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A.

Summary of Results

(1) We first demonstrate that the correct ES and TEE
is obtained for uniform MR interfaces on a torus in all
topological sectors using the cut-and-glue approach. On
a torus, the ground state of each topological sector, a, is a
minimum entropy state [47, 48] and for an entanglement
cut splitting the torus into two cylinders, the TEE in
these states is given by
γ = 2 ln(D/da ),

(1.4)

where da is the quantum dimension of the anyon associated to the a topological
sector. For the MR state at
√
4n, while the allowed anyons have
filling ν = 1/n, D = √
either da = 1 or da = 2 [47, 49]. The local interaction
that gaps the interface corresponds to a single-electron
backscattering term. This interaction is given by a sineGordon operator coupled to a Majorana mass and simultaneously gaps out the charged, chiral boson and neutral
Majorana sectors. As in Refs. [11, 12], we will take the
strong coupling limit and approximate this interaction to
quadratic order in fluctuations of the fields about their
vacuum expectation values. This approximation violates
the requirement of electron locality alluded to above and
must be supplemented by a projection into the correct
topological sector.
(2) We investigate interfaces of MR states at filling
fractions νA = 1/pb2 and νB = 1/pa2 , where p, a, b ∈ Z
and we take a and b to be coprime. Although gapped
interfaces of non-Abelian states have been studied in the
literature [35–43], a systematic understanding of interactions generating distinct classes of these interfaces is lacking. So, we use anyon condensation [50, 51] as a guide to
deduce when gapped interfaces should exist and to motivate explicit gapping terms. Interestingly, although we
can always gap out an interface between MR states at
fillings νA and νB , we find that when a and b are both
odd, a single interaction term is needed, whereas when
one of a and b is even and the other odd, two terms are
needed. Moreover, in the latter case, we find that the
gapped interface is most easily constructed using an alternative representation of the ν = 1/n MR edge CFT
which is topologically equivalent to its standard description in terms of a chiral Majorana and a U (1)n chiral
boson. In particular, we will make use of the fact that
we can rewrite the Ising CFT as
Ising =

SO(N + 1)1
∼ SO(N + 1)1 ⊠ SO(N )1 ,
SO(N )1

where Gk denotes a Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) theory
with Lie group G at level k and the symbol ⊠ indicates
a tensor product supplemented by the condensation of a
particular set of bosons. The nature of the equivalence
will be explained in more detail later on. This will allow
us to express the MR edge in terms of a chiral boson
and multiple chiral and anti-chiral Majorana fermions,
which can be used to construct the appropriate gapping
interactions.

(3) Combining the above results, it is then straightforward to compute the TEE for an entanglement cut along
an interface between MR states at fillings νA and νB .
In this calculation, we must take into account the additional constraints on the ground states imposed by the
specific forms of the gapping interactions, in a manner
analogous to that of the calculation for Abelian interfaces [12]. Again working on the torus, we find the TEE
in the vacuum sector to be given by
p
γ = 2 ln(2 pa2 b2 )
(1.5)
for a and b both odd while,

γ = 2 ln(4

p
pa2 b2 )

(1.6)

for one of a and b odd and the other even. Finally, we
discuss the connection between these values of the TEE
with the existence of a “parent” topological phase for the
two MR states on either side of the interface.
It should be emphasized that ours is not the first work
to investigate the EE of non-Abelian systems through a
cut-and-glue type approach. The work of Qi et. al. applies to generic uniform chiral topological orders (both
Abelian and non-Abelian) and demonstrated that the
ground state of the coupled edge system at the interface
should be described by so-called Ishibashi states [52, 53].
Wen et. al. [54] later showed that appropriately regularized Ishibashi states furnish the correct entanglement
structure for generic chiral phases and generic bipartitions on manifolds of arbitrary genus (a related, earlier
calculation was also performed in Ref. [55]). Interfaces
between distinct non-Abelian and/or Abelian orders have
also been considered, where the interface was conjectured
to be described by an appropriately constructed Ishibashi
state [56]. One of the main contributions of this work is a
more microscopic justification of these results, for a specific set of non-Abelian phases, starting from an explicit
effective field theory description of the interface.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
We begin by reviewing the MR edge theory, placing special emphasis on the interpretation of the distinct topological sectors in the CFT language in Section II. Section
III provides a review of the cut-and-glue approach and
our handling of the topological sectors. We proceed to
calculate the EE for a uniform MR state in Section IV.
In Section V we identify the two distinct classes of interfaces between MR states at different fillings and write
down explicit gapping terms. The computation of the EE
for each of these interfaces is presented in Section VI. We
provide a discussion of our results and conclude in Section VII. Finally, the appendixes collect some technical
details.
II.

REVIEW OF MOORE-READ EDGE
THEORY

We begin by reviewing the edge theory for the MR
state at filling fraction ν = 1/n [46]. Note that n may be
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FIG. 1. Moore-Read state on a cylinder with chiral edge
states. The insertion of an anyon flux a through the cylinder
(top) is equivalent to nucleating a conjugate anyon pair in
the bulk of the cylinder and dragging them to opposite edges
(bottom). The cylinder geometry is homotopic to a sphere
with two punctures (right), which bounds the anyon pair.

either even or odd. If n is even, we have a MR state of
electrons (i.e. fermions) while, if n is odd, we have a MR
state of bosons. In the following, we will often refer to
the local particles comprising the MR FQH state as electrons, regardless of whether n is even or odd (and hence
regardless of whether the local particles are fermions or
bosons).
Now, let us consider a MR state defined on a cylinder
with circumference L. Standard arguments imply that
the edges of the cylinder will be described by CFTs of
opposite chirality, µ = L, R = +, −, as indicated in Fig.
1. Specifically, as described in the introduction, the edge
theory contains both a neutral Majorana fermion χ sector
and a charged U (1) boson φ sector. The two edges are
formally described by the Lagrangian densities
Lµ =

n
i
χµ (∂t − µvn ∂x )χµ +
∂x φµ (µ∂t − vc ∂x )φµ ,
2
4π
(2.1)

where vn > 0 and vc > 0 are the velocities of the Majorana and boson, respectively. The Majorana fermion
and the U (1) boson are Hermitian: χ† = χ, φ† = φ. The
fields obey the equal-time (anti)commutation relations
2πiµ
δ(x − y)
n
{χµ (x), χµ (y)} = δ(x − y).

[φµ (x), ∂y φµ (y)] =

(2.2)
(2.3)

The bosons are compactified on a circle of radius R = 1
so that φL/R ≡ φL/R + 2π, and the primary fields in
the U (1) sector are normal-ordered vertex operators eirφµ
with integral r. The charge densities on the two edges
are given by ρL/R = ∂x φL/R /(2π). Note that this means
the winding numbers of the scalars around the length of
the edges,
Z L
Z L
∂x φµ (x)
Nµ ≡
dx =
ρµ (x)dx,
(2.4)
2π
0
0
count the total charge carried by the edges (in units of
e above the ground state) and so can only take values in

the set of rational numbers, as determined by the charge
of the minimal charge anyon.
At the level of the Lagrangian, it would appear that
the charge and neutral sectors are decopuled and hence
that the MR edge theory is described by an Ising × U (1)n
CFT. This is not the case, as the physical theory is not
fully defined until the electronic (i.e. local) operators are
specified. This determines the anyon content and hence
the Hilbert space topological sectors, as all physical excitations must have trivial braiding statistics with respect
to the electron. This constraint of electron locality is
ultimately a consequence of the fact that the bulk topological state is constructed from electrons. In the MR
edge theory, the charge e operators,
ψe,L = χL einφL ,

ψe,R = χR e−inφR

(2.5)

are defined to be electronic operators.
For later use, let us also define the fermion parity operator, (−1)F , which anti-commutes with the fermions of
both edges:
(−1)F χR/L = −χR/L (−1)F .

(2.6)

A similar operator for the bosonic sector is given by
(−1)NR +NL which, using the commutation relations of
Eq. (2.2), is seen to have the action
(−1)NR +NL einφµ = −einφµ (−1)NR +NL .

(2.7)

Hence, the combined operator,
G ≡ (−1)F (−1)NR +NL ,

(2.8)

which measures the relative parity between the fermion
number and bosonic winding number (i.e. charge) of both
edges, clearly commutes with the electron operators of
both edges.
Having specified the electron operators, we can now
enumerate the anyon content of the theory. Explicitly,
the MR theory of the µ = L, R edge carries the following
primary fields,
eirφµ ,

χµ eirφµ ,

σµ ei(r+1/2)φµ ,

(2.9)

where r = 1, . . . , n. We can restrict to these values of r,
as two excitations are considered equivalent if they differ
by fusion with an electron operator or a bosonic oscillator
mode. Here, 1, χ and σ are the primary fields of the
neutral Ising sector, where χ is the Majorana fermion
and σ represents the non-Abelian Ising twist field. They
obey the Ising fusion rules,
χ×χ=1
χ×σ =σ
σ × σ = 1 + χ.

(2.10)

The vertex operators eirφ are charge-carrying Laughlin
quasiparticles. In the bulk, the braiding phase between
the fields eir1 φ and eir2 φ is e2πir1 r2 /n . In contrast to the
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Laughlin U (1)n edge theory, the charge e boson (fermion)
einφµ , for n even (odd), is fractional and is not a local excitation. This allows for the existence of the non-Abelian
twist fields σei(r+1/2)φ , which exhibit −1 braiding with
respect to the boson/fermion einφ (from the eiφ/2 factor)
and the Majorana fermion χ (from the σ factor), but are
local with respect to the electronic quasiparticles in Eq.
(2.5). In the bulk language, σeiφ/2 corresponds to a nonAbelian half vortex, which traps a Majorana zero-mode
(MZM), represented by σ. The MZM flips the boundary
condition of the Majorana fermion at the edge, since it
exhibits a braiding phase of −1 with respect to χ. Note
that, although the Ising × U (1)n CFT is described by the
same Lagrangian as the MR CFT, its anyon content is
given by a direct product of that of the Ising and U (1)n
topological orders, as the “electron operator” is the vertex operator einφ : {1, σ, χ} × {eirφ }r=1,...,n .
The quantum dimension da of an anyon P
a is defined
c
to respect
the
fusion
rules
so
that
d
d
=
a
b
c Nab dc if
P c
c. The 2n Abelian anyons eirφ and χeirφ
a × b = c Nab
have quantum dimension d = 1 while the remaining n
i(r+1/2)φ
non-Abelian Ising
have quantum di√ anyons σe
mension d = 2. The total quantum dimension D is
defined as
X
D2 =
d2a .
(2.11)
c

√
For the MR state, D = 4n. The conjugate a of an anyon
a is the unique anyon type that annihilates a under fusion
1
a×a = 1+. . ., i.e. Naa
= 1. For example, σµ ei(r+1/2)φµ ≃
i(n−r−1/2)φµ
. Note that, in any physical excited state
σµ e
supporting some number of anyons ai , fusing together all
the ai ’s must yield the vacuum, since any physical state
must ultimately be constructed from electrons.
As noted above, the choice of electron operator glues
together the bosonic and fermionic sectors in a non-trivial
way not specified at the level of the Lagrangian. In particular, we must restrict the edge CFT Hilbert space to
states satisfying G = 1 [Eq. (2.8)]. That is, the parity of charge must match the fermion parity (as measured with respect to the ground state). Physically, this
is just the statement that all physical states must be constructed out of electrons and acting with an electron operator changes the Majorana fermion parity by the same
amount as the winding number parity. Loosely speaking,
one may view the invariance of the electron operators under conjugation by G as reflecting a Z2 gauge symmetry
and the constraint G = 1 as a projection to the gaugeinvariant subspace. This rule organizes the states of the
theory into topological sectors, which are in one-to-one
correspondence with the fundamental anyon excitations.
From the bulk perspective, these topological sectors are
excited states corresponding to the insertion of Wilson
lines connecting the two edges or, equivalently, the process of nucleating of an anyon and its conjugate in the
bulk and dragging them to opposite edges, as shown in
Fig. 1. (If one glues the edges together to form a torus as
we shall do later, the Wilson line becomes a Wilson loop

and the topological sectors now correspond to degenerate
ground states.) In the following, we describe how these
distinct sectors manifest themselves in the edge CFT.
Let us first consider the ground state of the MR theory
on the cylinder (which implies there is no flux through the
hole of the cylinder). Clearly, this state has NR = NL =
0 and no fermionic excitations; hence G = 1 in this state.
Acting with the electron operator ψe,L = χL einφL on the
left edge of the cylinder, we obtain an excited state which
is still, by definition, within the same topological sector.
Since ψe,L and G commute, it immediately follows that
the application of the electron operator on the ground
state can only yield states in which the fermion parity
has flipped and the bosonic winding has increased by
one. All states in this topological sector can be obtained
by the application of an arbitrary number of electron
operators and ∂x φ operators, the latter of which simply
create charge density fluctuations without changing the
charge or fermion parity. Hence, the states in the identity (1) sector are characterized by having their fermion
parity equal to the bosonic winding parity (equivalently,
the parity of charge added above the ground state), individually on each edge. That is to say,
1 sector: (−1)NR/L (−1)FR/L = +1.

(2.12)

Here we have defined individual fermion parities for each
edge, (−1)FL/R . This is possible because, in the untwisted sector, the fermions obey anti-periodic boundary
conditions and so do not possess zero modes. So, acting on a state with, say, a right-moving fermion operator
cannot change the left-moving fermion parity.
Let us now consider the states within the χ sector.
Starting from the ground state, we can supply some energy to the bulk to nucleate a pair of neutral χ anyons
and drag them to opposite edges (see Fig. 1). This defines a state in the χ sector, in which the fermion parity is
odd but the bosonic winding is even (zero). Constructing
the remaining states within this topological sector using
the χeinφ and ∂x φ operators, we see that all states within
the χ sector have fermion parity opposite to that of the
bosonic winding number parity. In other words,
χ sector: (−1)NR/L (−1)FR/L = −1.

(2.13)

Distinct topological sectors can also be obtained by
inserting r magnetic flux quanta through the hole of
the cylinder. This is equivalent to nucleating a Laughlin quasiparticle, eirφ , and its conjugate in the bulk
and dragging them to opposite edges. The Majorana
fermions, being electrically neutral, are unaffected by this
flux insertion. The winding number parity (−1)NL/R =
eiπNL/R becomes fractional in this sector. The anyon flux,
which in low-energy is represented by the vertex combination eirφL eirφR on the two edges, associates a phase
eiπµr/n to the winding number parity because
(−1)Nµ eirφL eirφR = eiπµr/n eirφL eirφR (−1)Nµ ,

(2.14)
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for µ = L, R = +, −. In other words, the electron operators on both edges pick up a phase of e2πir when transported around the circumference of the cylinder. It is
straightforward to see that this implies
φµ (x + L) = φµ (x) + 2πNµ
r
≡ φµ (x) + 2πµ
n

modulo 2πZ

(2.15)

and so the winding numbers are quantized as
NL = ÑL +

r
,
n

NR = ÑR −

r
,
n

ÑL/R ∈ Z.

(2.16)

Hence, in the eirφ sector, we have
eirφ sector: (−1)NL (−1)FL = [(−1)NR (−1)FR ]∗
= eiπr/n .

(2.17)

Likewise, starting in the χ sector, we can insert r magnetic flux quanta in addition to the χ flux to obtain the
χeirφ sectors:
χeirφ sector: (−1)NL (−1)FL = [(−1)NR (−1)FR ]∗
= −eiπr/n .

(2.18)

Note that in all of these sectors, we still have G = 1.
Thus far, we have only considered untwisted sectors
– that is, topological sectors in which the Majorana
fermions obey anti-periodic boundary conditions. The
twisted sectors are obtained by inserting a π flux through
the cylinder to which only the Majoranas are sensitive,
flipping their boundary conditions from anti-periodic to
periodic (note that the Majorana fermions, being real,
can only see fluxes which are multiples of π). However, the electron operators, being local objects, cannot
have their boundary conditions changed, which implies
we must simultaneously insert a magnetic flux of (an
odd integer multiple of) π to which the chiral bosons are
sensitive. This particular flux insertion corresponds precisely to the half-vortex of the bulk theory, represented
by σeiφ/2 (or σei(r+1/2)φ in general, for r ∈ Z) in the
CFT.
Now, it is clear that the effect on the chiral bosons is
to simply change the quantization of their winding to
φµ (x + L) ≡ φµ (x) + 2πµ

r + 1/2
,
n

modulo 2πZ,
(2.19)

and therefore the winding numbers are quantized as
NL = ÑL +

r + 1/2
,
n

NR = ÑR −

r + 1/2
,
n

ÑL/R ∈ Z.

The effect on the Majorana fermions, as stated above,
is to change their boundary conditions to being periodic. As a result, each edge possesses a Majorana zero
mode (MZM), χL (k = 0) = c0 , χR (k = 0) = c̃0 ;
these must be paired together to form a single,
√ physical complex fermion mode, f = (c0 + ic̃0 )/ 2, which
may be occupied or unoccupied. This is a reflection
of the Ising fusion rules of the σ particles, Eq. (2.10).
Note that this means we can no longer define separate
fermion parities for the two edges, as the MZM operator
changes the occupancy of this complex fermion mode,
†
{c0 , (−1)Nf } = {c̃0 , (−1)Nf } = 0 for (−1)Nf = (−1)f f .
In the twisted sector, one can construct a physical state
for given windings NR/L in (2.20) by filling up an arbitrary number of finite momentum Majorana fermion
states on either edge, and then choosing the complex
fermion zero mode f to be either occupied or unoccupied to satisfy the G = 1 condition.
Altogether, we see that there are 2n untwisted and n
twisted sectors, corresponding to the 2n Abelian and n
non-Abelian anyons of the ν = n1 MR state. The 2n
Abelian anyon fluxes eirφ and χeirφ through the cylinder
can be distinguished by the local edge combined parity
(−1)Nµ (−1)Fµ , which is identical to a Wilson loop of
anyon type σµ eiφµ /2 around the cylinder. The phases in
(2.17) and (2.18) are identical to the monodromy braiding phases between σµ eiφµ /2 and eirφ , χeirφ
DSσµ eiφµ /2 ,eirφµ = eiπµr/n .

(2.22)

As noticed previously, the remaining n non-Abelian
fluxes σei(r+1/2)φ through the cylinder cannot be detected by the same local edge combined parities because separate fermion parities for each edge, (−1)Fµ ,
cannot be defined in these twisted sectors. This is
consistent with the trivial modular S-matrix entries
Sσeiφ/2 ,σei(r+1/2)φ = 0. Instead, the twisted sectors can be
distinguished by their U (1) sector according to e2πiNµ ,
which is identical to a Wilson loop of anyon type eiφµ
around the cylinder. The phases in (2.21) are identical to the monodromy braiding phases between eiφµ and
σµ ei(r+1/2)φµ
DSeiφµ ,σei(r+1/2)φµ = e2πiµ(r+1/2)/n .

(2.23)

Note that passing from one topological sector to another
requires the application of a non-local Wilson line operator. In our computation of the EE using the cut-and-glue
approach, we will thus need to ensure that any approximations we make do not mix topological sectors since
the “gluing” will be achieved via local electronic interactions. We describe this calculation and how we handle
this subtlety next.

(2.20)

The σei(r+1/2)φ flux through the cylinder can be detected
by
σei(r+1/2)φ sector: e2πiNL = e−2πiNR = e2πi(r+1/2) .
(2.21)

III. CUT-AND-GLUE APPROACH REVIEW
AND TOPOLOGICAL SECTOR PROJECTION

As described in the introduction, our EE calculation is
based on the cut-and-glue approach [7] as it is employed
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A

B

A

B

electron tunneling interactions will gap out the edges and
heal the cut. We can then compute the entanglement between the resulting coupled edge theories. In the case of a
torus geometry, we will have two interfaces, as depicted
in Fig. 2, which we label as the LA/RB and RA/LB
interfaces, or interface 1 and interface 2, respectively.
The edges at interface 1, before coupling them through
a tunneling term, are described by the Hamiltonians:

Z L 
vc
i
2
dx
Hdec,1 =
(∂x φRB ) − vn χRB ∂x χRB
4π
2
0
 (3.1)
Z L 
i
vc
2
(∂x φLA ) + vn χLA ∂x χLA .
+
dx
4π
2
0
The Majorana fields have mode expansions
1 X ikx
χRB (x) = √
e ck ,
L k

A

B

with half-integer quantized momenta in the untwisted
sectors, k = 2π
L (j + 1/2), j ∈ Z, and integer quantized
momenta in the twisted sectors, k = 2π
L j, j ∈ Z. The
mode operators satisfy
c†k = c−k ,

FIG. 2. (Top) Moore-Read state on a torus. The arrow passing through the x-cycle (i.e. the vertical cycle) of the torus
represents an anyon flux a. The green dashed lines represent
an entanglement cut between regions A and B. In Sections
IV and V, we will consider the situation in which regions A
and B are occupied by MR states with equal and unequal,
respectively, filling fractions. (Middle) A cartoon of the cut
and glue approach to computing the entanglement entropy.
The dotted green lines represent the electron tunneling terms
added to glue the edges together. (Bottom) Same as the middle figure, but with each edge at interfaces 1 and 2 labelled
by which mode operators act on them.

1 X ikx
χLA (x) = √
e dk ,
L k
(3.2)

d†k = d−k

(3.3)

and obey the anti-commutation relations
{c†k , ck′ } = {d†k , dk′ } = δk,k′ ,

{ck , dk′ } = 0.

(3.4)

The boson fields have mode expansions
s
2π
x X
(a eikx + a†k e−ikx )
φRB = φRB,0 + 2πNRB +
L
nL|k| k
k>0
s
X
x
2π
φLA = φLA,0 + 2πNLA +
(a eikx + a†k e−ikx )
L
nL|k| k
k<0

(3.5)

in Refs. [11, 12] and which we now review in the context
of the MR state. The application of this methodology
to non-Abelian states such as the MR state brings with
it new subtleties regarding the careful treatment of the
edge theory’s topological sectors, as noted above. We
will discuss these issues below and describe in detail our
approach, which is an important new aspect of our work,
for addressing them in Sec. III A.
Consider a MR state on the torus. We wish to compute
the EE associated with the entanglement cut splitting the
torus into two cylinders, with the left and right halves
labeled as regions A and B, respectively, as depicted in
Fig. 2. The cut-and-glue approach employs the fact that,
since the correlation length of the system is vanishingly
small in a topological phase, we can approximate the EE
as arising purely from entanglement between degrees of
freedom near the entanglement cut. To that end, we can
treat the entanglement cut as a physical cut and split
the torus into two cylinders labeled as A and B. Adding

with integer quantized momenta in all sectors: k = 2π
L j,
j ∈ Z/ {0}. The mode operators obey the commutation
relations:
[a†k , ak′ ] = δk,k′ ,

[ak , ak′ ] = 0,

i
[φRB,0 , NRB ] = −[φLA,0 , NLA ] = − .
n

(3.6)
(3.7)

The quantization of the winding numbers is determined
by the topological sector, as detailed in Section II.
Likewise, before adding any couplings, interface 2 is
described by

Z L 
vc
i
dx
Hdec,2 =
(∂x φLB )2 − vn χLB ∂x χLB
4π
2
0

Z L 
i
vc
(∂x φRA )2 + vn χRA ∂x χRA .
+
dx
4π
2
0
(3.8)
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We write the mode expansions of the interface 2 fields as
follows:
1 X ikx
e c̃k ,
χLB = √
L k

As such, expanding the fields around their classical expectations values yields a harmonic approximation of the
interface interaction
Z L

HAB ≈
dx const. + vn g̃iχLA χRB + vn g̃iχLB χRA

1 X ikx ˜
(3.9)
χRA = √
e dk ,
L k
s
0
2π
x X

† −ikx
vc λπ
v
λπ
ikx
c
φRA = φRA,0 + 2πNRA +
(ã e + ãk e
)
(φRB + φLA − π)2 +
(φRA + φLB − π)2
+
L
nL|k| k
2
2
k>0
(3.16)
s
2π
x X
(ã eikx + ã†k e−ikx ), where g̃ = −2g/(vn π) < 0 and λ > 0. Since we are
φLB = φLB,0 + 2πNLB +
L
nL|k| k
k<0
considering only small fluctuations of φRA + φLB and
(3.10)
φRB + φLA about their pinned values, they cannot have
non-zero winding numbers, as this would imply they vary
where the quantization of the momenta and winding
significantly over the length of the system. We thus have
numbers are determined in the same way as for the inthe constraint [11]
terface 1 fields.
NRA + NLB = NLA + NRB = 0,
(3.17)
Now, the (quasi-)electron operators are given by
ψe,Lα = χLα einφLα ,

ψe,Rα = χRα e−inφRα .

(3.11)

We also define a Z2 symmetry operator for each cylinder:
Gα = (−1)Fα (−1)NLα +NRα ,

α = A, B,

(3.12)

where (−1)Fα is the fermion parity operator on the two
edges of cylinder α. Since we have physically split the
torus into two cylinders, we require separately that Gα =
1 for α = A, B. As before, in the untwisted sectors, we
can define separate fermion parities for each edge of either
cylinder: (−1)FL/Rα .
We now wish to glue the two edges together to heal
the cut. So, we add in the electron tunnelling terms
HAB




2g  †
=
dx
ψe,LA ψe,RB + h.c.
2π
0
Z L 

2g  †
+
dx
ψe,LB ψe,RA + h.c.
2π
0

Z L 
2g
dx
=
iχLA χRB cos[n(φRB + φLA )]
π
0

Z L 
2g
iχLB χRA cos[n(φRA + φLB )] ,
+
dx
π
0
(3.13)
Z

L

where we take g > 0. [57]
Our task is to approximate the ground state of
H = Hdec,1 + Hdec,2 + HAB ,

(3.14)

which requires us to approximate HAB . In the strong
coupling limit, the ground state is assumed to give rise
to individual expectation values of the bosonic operators
iχLA χRB and cos[n(φRB + φLA )]. Without loss of generality, the ground state for g → ∞ is represented by the
expectation values
hn(φRB + φLA )i = hn(φRA + φLB )i = π
hiχLA χRB i, hiχLB χRA i > 0 ,

(3.15)

in this strong coupling limit.
The harmonic approximation Eq. (3.16) plays a key
role in this work, for it allows us to calculate the entanglement entropy and spectrum at the interface by analytical means. However, important issues underlying this
approximation need to be accounted for. First, the approximated tunnelling Hamiltonian violates both the Z2
gauge symmetry gluing the fermionic and bosonic sectors
together (as discussed above) and the U (1) gauge symmetry associated with independent shifts of the bosonic
fields [58]: φL/R → φL/R + 2πPL/R , PL/R ∈ Z. Indeed, under conjugation by GA , we see that iχLA χRB →
−iχLA χRB . This in turn means that the approximated
tunnelling Hamiltonian mixes topological sectors. For instance, consider the identity (1) and χ sectors of the MR
theory. Recall that in the former sector, the fermionic
parity matches the bosonic winding number parity on
each edge, while these two quantities are opposite in the
latter. Now, it is easy to see that the g̃iχLA χRB term in
the approximated interaction will change the fermionic
parity on both edges and so will mix the identity and χ
sectors on each half of the torus. The (φRB + φLA − π)2
term also violates the U (1) symmetry associated with the
shift symmetry φLA/RB → φLA/RB + cLA/RB and so, in
principle, will also mix bosonic winding number sectors
corresponding to distinct topological sectors. Hence the
ground state of this approximated Hamiltonian cannot
describe an approximation of the ground state of the interface theory in a definite anyon sector.
Our strategy for dealing with the Z2 gauge symmetry
violation encoded in Eq. (3.16), is to promote the theory to an “expanded” Hilbert space in which the gauge
symmetries are violated. In this expanded Hilbert space,
the bosonic and fermionic sectors are genuinely decoupled and so we can compute the ground state of the approximated Hamiltonian using straightforward free field
theory methods. Once this is done, we can project the
resulting state into the appropriate topological sector of
the gauge-invariant subspace. Restoring the U (1) gauge
symmetry amounts to projecting to states with appropriately quantized bosonic winding numbers. Restoring
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the Z2 symmetry means projecting to states obeying the
appropriate matching of the fermion parity and bosonic
winding number parity. We describe this in more detail
next.

A.

(−1)Fµα , in which case the projection amounts to removing those states in the sum which do not satisfy the Z2
constraint appropriate to the topological sector in question. Focusing first on the untwisted sectors, we can,
as noted above, define separate fermion parities for each
edge:

Description of the Projection

Let us denote the exact ground state of the coupled
edge system, as described by the Hamiltonian of Eq.
(3.14), in topological sector a as
|ψa i = |ψ1,a i ⊗ |ψ2,a i .

|ψa i ≈ Pa |ψba i ≡ Pa,A Pa,B |ψba i

Pa,α ≡ Pa,Lα Pa,Rα

(3.20)

where Pa,α projects cylinder α to the topological sector
a, and we have defined Pa ≡ Pa,A Pa,B . We will show
in Section IV that the projected state Eq. (3.20) correctly describes the universal entanglement properties of
the MR state in each topological sector a (and takes the
expected form of an Ishibashi state [7, 54]).
For a general topological sector a, the action of the
projection is most easily understood when writing |ψba i
in terms of a superposition of eigenstates of Nµα and

(3.22)

as the operator which projects cylinder α to the untwisted sector a, where Pa,µα are operators acting on
edges µα. Specialising momentarily to the sector a = eirφ
and edge RB, we define Peirφ ,RB via its action on a basis
of states for the edge. An arbitrary state on edge RB
can be written as a superposition of the states
|NRB , {na,k }k>0 , {nc,k }k>0 i ,

(3.23)

which are eigenstates of NRB , a†k ak , and c†k ck with eigenvalues NRB , {na,k }k>0 , and {nc,k }k>0 , respectively. We
then define
Peirφ ,RB |NRB , {na,k }, {nc,k }i = |NRB , {na,k }, {nc,k }i
(3.24)

(3.19)

(Henceforth, symbols with hats will denote objects in
the unprojected Hilbert space.) As emphasized above,
our approximation of the gapping term violates the Z2
gauge symmetry, and so both |ψb1,a i and |ψb2,a i will be
superpositions of states from different topological sectors
of the MR theory. Nevertheless, we have written |ψb1,a i
and |ψb2,a i as having dependence on a because they still
retain some information about a through the boundary
conditions of both the bosonic and fermionic fields. For
instance, if we are working in one of the twisted sectors, our approximation of the interaction term will not
change the fact that the Majorana fermions obey periodic
boundary conditions.
In order to obtain a state in a definite topological sector
of the MR theory, we consider

(3.21)

This permits us to define operators which project each
edge to specific topological sectors of the untwisted sector. Indeed, we can formally write

(3.18)

Here, |ψ1,a i and |ψ2,a i are the ground states of interfaces
1 and 2, respectively, in the topological sector a. Note
that, although we can express the ground state as a tensor product of the two interfaces, the ground states of
the interfaces are constrained to lie in the same topological sector. This is a consequence of the fact that
the anyon flux a passing through one interface must necessarily pass through the other interface, as shown in
Fig. 2. In particular, this means that we must have
GA |ψa i = GB |ψa i = |ψa i – that is to say, each cylinder
must, on its own, lie in the physical MR Hilbert space.
We can write the ground state of the approximated
Hamiltonian, given by Eq. (3.14) with the approximation
of HAB by Eq. (3.16), in a similar form
|ψba i = |ψb1,a i ⊗ |ψb2,a i .

(−1)Fα ≡ (−1)FLα (−1)FRα .

if NRB +

r
n

r

∈ Z and (−1)NRB + n +

P

k

nc,k

= 1, while

Peirφ ,RB |NRB , {na,k }, {nc,k }i = 0

(3.25)

otherwise. The first condition enforces that the winding number obey the appropriate quantization for the
a = eirφ sector on edge RB, Eq. (2.16), while the second condition ensures that the Z2 constraint for sector
a = eirφ , Eq. (2.17), is satisfied. In physical terms,
this operator ensures that the correct magnetic flux is
threaded through the circle defined by the edge and that
the fermion parity matches the integer part of bosonic
winding on this edge. We similarly define for edge LB
Peirφ ,LB |NLB , {nã,k }, {nc̃,k }i = |NLB , {nã,k }, {nc̃,k }i
(3.26)
if NLB −

r
n

r

∈ Z and (−1)NLB − n +

P

k

nc̃,k

= 1, while

Peirφ ,LB |NLB , {nã,k }, {nc̃,k }i = 0

(3.27)

otherwise. The operators Peirφ ,µA are defined in an analogous manner. Likewise, the Pχeirφ ,σα operators are defined in a similar way, but by instead enforcing the Z2
constraint of Eq. (2.18) on each edge.
As for the twisted sectors, since we cannot define separate fermion parities for each edge, we cannot write down
a projection operator as a product of operators acting
on the two edges of the cylinder. Let us first consider
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cylinder B. We define a complex fermion from the Majorana zero modes of each edge (recall that the Majorana fermions obey periodic boundary conditions in the
twisted sectors),
1
fB = √ (c0 + ic̃0 ),
2

(3.28)

which explicitly ties together the µ = L, R Hilbert spaces
of the cylinder. An arbitrary state on cylinder B can then
be written as a superposition of states of the form
|NRB , {na,k }k>0 , {nc,k }k>0 i
⊗ |NLB , {nã,k }k<0 , {nc̃,k }k<0 i ⊗ |nB i

(3.29)

which are eigenstates of NR/L,B , a†k ak , ã†k ãk , c†k ck , c̃†k c̃k ,
fB† fB with eigenvalues, NR/L,B , {na,k }k6=0 , {nc,k }k>0 ,
{nc̃,k }k<0 , and nB respectively. We then define the operator Pa,B , which projects cylinder B to the twisted
topological sector a = σei(r+1/2)φ , via its action on these
states:
Pσei(r+1/2)φ ,B |NµB , {na/ã,k , nc/c̃,k }, nB i
= |NµB , {na/ã,k , nc/c̃,k }, nB i
P

if NµB +µ nr ∈ Z and (−1)
while

µ

NµB +

P

(3.30)

k (nc,k +nc̃,−k )+nB

Pσei(r+1/2)φ ,B |NµB , {na/ã,k , nc/c̃,k }, nB i = 0

= 1,

(3.31)

otherwise. Again, the first constraint ensures that the
bosonic winding numbers satisfy the quantization of Eq.
(2.20) while the second condition enforces the Z2 constraint GB = 1. Physically, Pσei(r+1/2,φ) ,B ensures the
correct magnetic flux passes through the cylinder and
that the total fermion parity across both edges matches
the total bosonic winding of the two edges. An analogous operator, Pσei(r+1/2)φ ,A , for cylinder A can be defined, after forming a complex fermion, fA , defined from
the Majorana zero modes of the two edges:
1
fA = √ (d0 + id˜0 ).
2

(3.32)

One can write down explicit expressions for the projection operators defined above but, for our purposes, the
above operational definitions will prove more convenient.
We also note that there is a bit of an ambiguity in defining the projection operators for the twisted sectors in that
there is a choice as to whether one defines an occupied
fA/B state as corresponding to odd or even fermion parity. We will return to this point in Section IV B, when we
calculate the EE in the twisted sectors, and in Appendix
B 2, where we present explicit expressions for the twisted
sector ground states.
IV.

UNIFORM INTERFACE ENTANGLEMENT
ENTROPY

We are now prepared to move on to the actual computation of the ES and EE of the MR states. We first recall

that, for an entanglement cut of the torus of the type we
are considering (Fig. 2), the TEE in the ground state of
topological sector a is given by
γa = 2 ln(D/da ),

(4.1)

where D is again the total quantum dimension and da
is the quantum dimension of the anyon a. These states
(on the torus) are known as minimum entropy states, as
they maximize the TEE within the space of degenerate
ground states [47, 48]. As noted
√ in Section II, a MR state
at filling ν = 1/n has D = 2 n, the Abelian anyons eirφ
and χeirφ all have da =
√ 1, and the non-Abelian anyons
σei(r+1/2)φ have da = 2. Hence, in the untwisted sectors, we expect to find the TEE
√
γa = 2 ln 2 n, a = eirφ , χeirφ ,
(4.2)
while in the twisted sectors we expect
√
γa = 2 ln 2n, a = σei(r+1/2)φ .

(4.3)

We can glean some intuition for these results by contrasting them with the TEE for the Abelian system consisting
of a p + ip superconductor stacked with (and decoupled
√
from) a ν = n1 Laughlin state. Such a state has D = n
and an edge is also described by Eq. (2.1), but with local
(electronic) operators given by χ and einφ . The TEE in,
for instance, the √
trivial sector on the torus of this
√ theory
is thus γ1 = 2 ln n, in contrast to γ1 = 2 ln 2 n for the
MR state. As we will see explicitly, the factor of two difference in the argument of the logarithm arises precisely
from the the projection discussed in Section III A. Indeed,
when writing the approximated ground state |ψba i, as a
superposition of states with definite bosonic winding and
fermion occupation numbers, we will find that the projection to the physical MR Hilbert space, Eq. (3.20), will
remove exactly half of the states appearing in the superposition. This increases the TEE by ln 2 + ln 2, with each
interface contributing a single ln 2.
A heuristic understanding of the difference between the
TEEs of the untwisted and twisted sectors follows from
the fact that a cylinder with a σei(r+1/2) flux traps a
MZM at each edge. Gluing two cylinders together to
form a torus, as we do, hybridizes the MZMs on the edges.
On tracing out one cylinder to compute the EE, one is,
loosely speaking, tracing out half of a √
qubit for each pair
of edges, giving a contribution of 2 ln 2 to the EE.
In the following subsections, we proceed to compute
the entanglement spectrum and TEE of the ground state
of the MR theory for the Abelian and non-Abelian topological sectors. We will compute the ground state for the
interface 1 explicitly; the calculations for interface 2 are
identical.
A.

Abelian (Untwisted) Sectors

We begin by considering a MR state on a torus in one
of the untwisted topological sectors: eirφ , χeirφ . The
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Majorana fields satisfy anti-periodic boundary conditions
while the bosons obey the boundary conditions of Eq.
(2.15) and hence the winding numbers are quantized as
in Eq. (2.16). Now, using the field mode expansions,
the full approximated Hamiltonian describing interface 1
decouples into fermionic and bosonic terms:
osc
osc
zero
H1 ≡ H1,f
+ H1,b
+ H1,b
.

πλvc L
πvc n
(NRB − NLA )2 +
(φRB,0 + φLA,0 )2 ,
2L
2
(4.5)

where we have made use of the constraint of Eq. (3.17).
The bosonic oscillator part takes the form



ak
vc X †
Ak Bk
osc
H1,b =
, (4.6)
(ak a−k )
Bk Ak
a†−k
2
k6=0

where
Ak = |k| +

2λπ 2
,
n|k|

Bk =

2λπ 2
.
n|k|

(4.7)

Lastly, the fermion oscillator modes are governed by the
Hamiltonian



X †
ck
k −ig̃
osc
.
(4.8)
H1,f = vn
(ck d−k )
ig̃ −k
d†−k
k>0

Since, within our harmonic approximation, the bosons
and fermions decouple, we can compute the ground state
of these two sectors separately. However, as emphasized
above, this decoupling is a manifestation of the violation
of the Z2 gauge symmetry by our approximation. As discussed in Section III A, we will have to perform a projection to obtain a state in a definite untwisted topological
sector. Having done so, it will then be straightforward
to obtain the reduced density matrix for subregion B,
as the projected ground state will take a simple Schmidt
decomposed form.
1.

|Gb,osc,1 i = exp

(4.4)

The bosonic zero mode Hamiltonian is given by
zero
H1,b
=

P
osc
= vc k6=0 εk (b†k bk + 12 ), so that the ground
write H1,b
state is defined by bk |Gb,osc,1 i = 0. It is readily checked
that the ground state is given by the coherent state

Bosonic Sector Ground State

In the expanded Hilbert space, the computation of the
ground state in the bosonic sector is identical to the calculation carried out by Lundgren et. al. [11] for the
Laughlin states at filling ν = 1/n. For completeness, we
briefly review the calculation here.
Starting with the oscillator sector, we can diagonalize
Eq. (4.6) via a Bogoliubov transformation,


 

bk
ak
cosh θk sinh θk
,
(4.9)
=
sinh θk cosh θk
b†−k
a†−k
where p
cosh(2θk ) = Ak /εk , sinh(2θk ) = −Bk /εk , and
εk = |k|2 + 4λπ 2 /n. With these definitions, we can

X

e−uk /2 a†k a†−k

k>0

!

|0i ,

(4.10)

where uk = ln coth2 (2θk ) and |0i is the ground state of
the decoupled system, satisfying ak |0i = 0 for all k 6= 0.
For |k| ≪ λ,
2
uk ≈
π

r

n
k ≡ ve k,
λ

(4.11)

where
p n we have defined the entanglement velocity ve =
2
π
λ.
As for the zero-mode sector, on defining X = n(NRB −
NLA )/2 and P = φLA,0 + φRB,0 so that [X, P ] = i, we
see that Eq. (4.5) describes a simple harmonic oscillator.
In the L → ∞ limit, we can ignore the discretization of
X and simply write down the ground state:
|Gb,zero,1 i =

X

e−ve πnN

r
N ∈Z− n

2

/2L

|NRB = N, NLA = −N i ,
(4.12)

where we have again made use of the constraint NRB +
NLA = 0 [Eq. Eq. (3.17)] and enforced the quantization
of the winding numbers given in Eq. (2.15).

2.

Majorana Sector Ground State

Turning next to the Majorana fermions, we can perform a unitary transformation to diagonalize Eq. (4.8).
We define γk = cos ϕk ck + i sin ϕk d†−k , where sin ϕk =
p
g̃/λk , cos ϕk = k/λk , and λk = k 2 + g̃ 2 . The HamiltoP
osc
nian, in this basis, becomes H1,f
= vn k6=0 λk (γk† γk −
1
2 ). The ground state is defined by γk |Gf,osc,1 i = 0. Exosc
plicitly, we can write the ground state of H1,f
in BCS
form:
!
X
†
−wk /2 †
|Gf,osc,1 i = exp
ie
d−k ck |0i ,
(4.13)
k>0

where we have defined wk through e−wk /2 = − tan ϕk
(recalling that g̃ < 0) and |0i is the ground state of the
decoupled system, satisfying ck |0i = d−k |0i = 0 for all
k > 0. For |k| ≪ g̃, we have that
wk ≈

2k
≡ ṽe k,
|g̃|

where we have defined ṽe = 2/|g̃|.

(4.14)
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3.

LB

|ψ2,a i =e−He

Projecting to the Physical Hilbert Space

We can now construct the full ground state of the coupled edge system in the expanded Hilbert space by combining the above results with the analogous results for
interface 2 (i.e. the RA/LB interface). Explicitly,
|ψba i = |ψb1,a i ⊗ |ψb2,a i ,
|ψbi,a i = |Gb,zero,i i ⊗ |Gb,osc,i i ⊗ |Gf,osc,i i , i = 1, 2
(4.15)

|Gb,zero,2 i =

e

− ve πnN
2L

|Gb,osc,2 i = exp
|Gf,osc,2 i = exp

X

|NLB = −N, NRA = N i ,

e−ve k/2 ã†k ã†−k

!

HeRB

ie−ṽe k/2 c̃†−k d˜†k

k>0

|0i ,

!

|0i .

|ψa i = Pa |ψba i = Pa,A |ψba i = Pa,B |ψba i .

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

In more physical terms, this expresses the fact that the
electron tunneling term enforces that the two cylinders
reside in the same topological sector.
The explicit form of |ψa i = Pa,B |ψba i is rather cumbersome, and so we leave it for Appendix B 1. However, on expanding out the exponentials in |Gb,osc,1/2 i
and |Gf,osc,1/2 i, it is not too difficult to see that |ψa i =
Pa,B |ψba i is in a Schmidt decomposed form. Indeed, we
have that
|ψ1,a i =e

X

NRB ,
{na,k ,nc,k }

i

P

k

k

nc̃,k

Pa,LB [|NLB = −NRA i

(4.21)

X †
π
πn 2
NRB +
kak ak −
=ve
L
12L
k>0
!
X †
π
+ ṽe
kck ck −
24L

!

(4.22)

nc,k

and

(4.16)

Note that in the expressions for the oscillator sector
ground states, we have taken the low-energy limit by expanding uk and wk to linear order in k. This is because
the correspondence between the entanglement spectrum
and the physical edge CFT spectrum only holds for the
low lying entanglement spectrum eigenvalues.
In order to obtain an approximation to the true ground
state |ψa i (a = eirφ or χeirφ ), we must apply the projection operator Pa ≡ Pa,A Pa,B defined in Eq. (3.20).
Now, since |ψba i is a superposition of states with winding number and fermion parity eigenvalues satisfying
NRB = −NLA and (−1)FRB = (−1)FLA as well as
NLB = −NRA and (−1)FLB = (−1)FRA , it is straightforward to see that

−HRB
/2
e

P

k>0

k>0

X

NLB ,
{nã,k ,nc̃,k }

i

where,

2

r
N ∈Z− n

X

i
⊗ |{nã,−k = nã,k , nc̃,−k = nd̃,k }k>0 i

where,
X

/2

Pa,RB [|NRB = −NLA i

⊗ |{na,k = na,−k , nc,k = nd,−k }k>0 i] ,

(4.20)

HeLB

X
πn 2
π
=ve
NLB +
|k|ã†k ãk −
L
12L
k<0
!
X
π
†
.
+ ṽe
|k|c̃k c̃k −
24L

!

(4.23)

k<0

Note that we have multipled |ψa,i i by unimportant overall constants, e−ve π/24L and e−ṽe π/48L , for later convenience. For readers familiar with boundary CFT methods, it should hopefully be clear that |ψ1/2,a i are essentially regularized Ishibashi states for the a topological
sectors of the MR CFT [7, 54] (up to unimportant relative phases). In other words, |ψa i = |ψ1,a i ⊗ |ψ2,a i is
a superposition of all states in the a topological sector,
regulated by the operator exp[−(HeLB + HeRB )/2]. We
can thus deduce that the reduced density matrix for, say,
cylinder B is given by
ρa,B = TrA [|ψa i hψa |] =

LB
RB
1
Pa,B e−He −He Pa,B ,
Za,e
(4.24)

So, the form of the entanglement Hamiltonian precisely
matches that of the physical edge Hamiltonian in the
topological sector a, as expected. The projection operator Pa,B ensures the reduced density matrix only acts
on states within the topological sector a of the physical
Hilbert space.

4.

Entanglement Spectrum and Entropy

At this point in the calculation, we are actually done.
Indeed, we have argued that the entanglement spectrum
exactly matches the physical edge CFT spectrum (taking
into account the projection into the appropriate topological sector), and so we will necessarily obtain the correct
TEE. Nevertheless, for completeness, we will show explicitly that we obtain the correct TEE for the eirφ sectors.
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Introducing the fictitious inverse temperature β =
1/T , we wish to compute
i
h
RB
LB
Zeirφ ,e = TrB Peirφ ,B e−β(He +He ) Peirφ ,B
(4.25)
LB
= ZeRB
irφ ,e Zeirφ ,e
where we have defined [59]
i
h
−βHRB
e
Peirφ ,RB ,
ZeRB
irφ ,e = TrRB Peirφ ,RB e
i
h
−βHLB
e
Peirφ ,LB .
ZeLB
irφ ,e = TrLB Peirφ ,LB e

(4.26)
(4.27)

In the following, we will focus on the computation of
LB
ZeRB
irφ ,e , as the calculation of Zeirφ ,e is virtually identical.
First, we define the modular parameters
τ = iτ2 = i

βve
,
L

τ̃ = iτ̃2 = i

βṽe
L

(4.28)

and the variables
q = e2πiτ ,

q̃ = e2πiτ̃ .

(4.29)

We compute the trace using eigenstates of NRB , a†k ak ,
and c†k ck . Keeping in mind that that the role of the
projection operator Peirφ ,RB is to exclude those states
which do not satisfy the constraint of Eq. (2.17), we
compute the entanglement partition function to be
1 Ising
−
(q̃)[χ+
ZeRB
irφ ,e = χ0
r/n (q) + χr/n (q)]
2
1
−
(q̃)[χ+
+ χIsing
r/n (q) − χr/n (q)],
2 1/2

(4.30)

where, employing the notation of Ref. [46], we have defined


∞
∞
Y
Y
1
1
(q̃) = q̃ − 48  (1 + q̃ j+1/2 ) +
χIsing
(1 − q̃ j+1/2 )
0
2
j=0
j=0
χIsing
1/2 (q̃) =

(4.31)




∞
∞
Y
1 − 1 Y
q̃ 48
(1 − q̃ j+1/2 )
(1 + q̃ j+1/2 ) −
2
j=0
j=0

(4.32)

The second product is the partition function for a free
Majorana, but with each state weighted by its fermion
parity, (−1)F . So, when these two products are added
together, all terms corresponding to a state with an odd
number of excited Majorana oscillator modes will cancel
out. In other words, χIsing
(q̃) is the partition function
0
for a free Majorana, with the trace restricted to states
with an even fermion parity, (−1)F = +1. Likewise,
χIsing
1/2 (q̃) is the partition function for a free Majorana,
with the trace restricted to states with an odd fermion
parity, (−1)F = −1. In more formal terms, χIsing
0,1/2 (q̃) are
the characters of the 1 and χ sectors of the Ising CFT,
respectively. Similarly, χ+
r/n (q) are the characters for a
U (1)n boson in the eirφ sector. In particular, the term
in large rounded brackets in Eq. (4.33) results from the
trace over the winding number sector, while the product
outside the brackets results from the trace over the oscillator modes. The term χ−
r/n (q) is the character for a
irφ
U (1)n boson in the e
sector, but with each term in
the trace weighted by the parity of the integer part of its
−
winding number, (−1)N . Hence, χ+
r/n (q) ± χr/n (q) correspond to the partition functions for U (1)n bosons in
the eirφ sector with the trace over the winding numbers
restricted to states with the integer part of the winding being even and odd, respectively. Altogether, the
first (second) line of Eq. (4.30) corresponds to a trace
RB
of e−He over states with even (odd) fermion number
and an even (odd) integer part of the bosonic winding
number. This accounts for all states in the eirφ topological sector. So, the entanglement partition function of
the right-movers of the MR theory in the eirφ sector is
indeed given by Eq. (4.30).
Now, we can write Eq. (4.30) in terms of the Dedekind
η and Jacobi θ functions (see Appendix A):
ZeRB
irφ ,e =
s

s
iπr −r/m
−r/m
0 (τ̃ )
θ1/2
θ0
(nτ ) + e− m θ1/2 (nτ )
1  θ00 (τ̃ )

+
4
η(τ̃ )
η(τ̃ )
η(τ )
s

s
iπr −r/m
−r/m
0 (τ̃ )
θ1/2
θ
(nτ ) − e− m θ1/2 (nτ )
1  θ00 (τ̃ )
 0
+
−
.
4
η(τ̃ )
η(τ̃ )
η(τ )
(4.34)

and
1

− 24
χ±
r/n (q) = q

X

r 2

(±1)N q n(N − n )

N ∈Z

/2

!

∞
Y

j=1

1 − qj

−1

.

(4.33)

Let us take a moment to unpack these expressions. The
terms χIsing
(q̃) and χIsing
0
1/2 (q̃) are the contributions from
the fermionic sector. Focusing first on χIsing
(q̃), we note
0
that the first product appearing within the square brackets is simply the partition function for a free Majorana
fermion with momenta quantized as k = 2π(j + 1/2)/L.

Using the modular transformation properties of the η and
θ functions given in Eqs. (A4) and (A7), as well as their
asymptotic behaviour in the limit L → ∞ as given in
Eqs. (A11) and (A12), we find
πL
1
1
1
√ e 12β ( ve + 2ṽe ) .
lim ZeRB
irφ ,e →
2 n

L→∞

(4.35)

LB
Essentially identical calculations yield ZeRB
irφ ,e = Zeirφ ,e
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k = 2π
L j, j ∈ Z. The new aspect of the calculation in
the twisted sector is the presence of the Majorana zero
modes. Constructing complex fermion operators as

in this limit. Hence,
∂[T ln Zeirφ ,e ]
∂T
T =1


√
πL 1
1
= −2 ln(2 n) +
,
+
3
ve
2ṽe

Seirφ =

(4.36)

and so we obtain the expected TEE [see Eq. (4.2)].
B.

Next we turn to the twisted sectors, corresponding to
the insertion of a σe(r+1/2)φ anyon flux through the torus.
The mode expansions of the fields have the same form as
that in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.5), except that the quantization of the quantum numbers has changed. The Majorana fields are now periodic and so have integer-quantized
momenta k = 2π
L j, j ∈ Z. As for the bosons, the momenta will still be quantized as k = 2πj
L , j ∈ Z. The
winding numbers, however, now obey the quantization
of Eq. (2.20).
Let us again first focus on interface 1. The full approximate Hamiltonian takes the form
(4.37)

osc
osc
zero
Here, H1,f
, H1,b
, and H1,b
are again given by Eqs.
(4.5)-(4.8), with appropriate changes to the quantization
of the momenta and winding numbers. The new addition
is a contribution from the Majorana zero modes
zero
H1,f
= ig̃d0 c0 .

(4.38)

We now proceed to derive the reduced density matrices
for each sector, following the same methodology as was
employed for the untwisted sectors.
1.

(4.40)

the Hamiltonian describing the zero modes of interfaces
1 and 2 can be expressed as

where g̃ < 0. Now, a complete basis for the zero-mode
Hilbert space is given by |n, ñi where n (ñ) denotes the
occupation of the f (f˜) fermion. The ground state is
then given by |Gf,zero i = |0, 0̃i.
We can also form a different pair of complex fermions
from the above Majorana zero modes, localized in the
two halves of the torus, as defined in Eq. (3.28) and Eq.
(3.32):
1
fA = √ (d0 + id˜0 ),
2

1
fB = √ (c0 + ic̃0 ).
2

Calculating the reduced density matrix for cylinder B
will require us to trace out the fA degree of freedom
from the state |0, 0̃i, and so we must express |Gf,zero i in
terms of the basis states |nA , nB i, where nA/B denotes
the occupation of the fA/B fermion:
1
|Gf,zero i = √ (|0A , 0B i + i |1A , 1B i).
2
3.

(4.42)

Projecting to the Physical Hilbert Space

Putting everything together, we can write the ground
state of the approximated Hamiltonian, Eq. (4.37), as

Bosonic Sector Ground State

Aside from the change in the quantization of the winding modes, the calculation of the bosonic sector ground
state proceeds as before. Hence, we can immediately
write the zero mode ground state as
X
ve πnN 2
e− 2L |NRB = N, NLA = −N i ,
|Gb,zero,1 i =
N ∈Z− r+1/2
n

(4.39)

with the only change being the quantization of NRB .
Similarly, the oscillator mode ground state is again given
by Eq. (4.10).
2.

1
f˜ = √ (d˜0 + ic̃0 )
2

zero
zero
H1,f
+ H2,f
= ig̃d0 c0 + ig̃c̃0 d˜0 = −g̃(f † f + f˜† f˜ − 1)
(4.41)

Non-Abelian (Twisted) Sectors

osc
zero
osc
zero
H1 ≡ H1,f
+ H1,f
+ H1,b
+ H1,b
.

1
f = √ (c0 + id0 ),
2

Majorana Sector Ground State

Likewise, the ground state for the Majorana oscillator
mode sector is again given by Eq. (4.13), where now

|ψba i = |Gb,osc,1 i ⊗ |Gb,zero,1 i ⊗ |Gf,osc,1 i
|Gb,osc,2 i ⊗ |Gb,zero,2 i ⊗ |Gf,osc,2 i ⊗ |Gf,zero i
(4.43)
where the explicit forms of |Gb,zero,1 i, |Gb,osc,1 i,
|Gf,osc,1 i, and |Gf,zero i are given above, while
|Gb,zero,2 i =

X

N ∈Z− r+1/2
n

e−

ve πnN 2
2L

|NLB = −N, NRA = N i ,
(4.44)

|Gb,osc,2 i is again given by Eq. (4.17), and |Gf,osc,2 i is
given by Eq. (4.18) with k = 2π
L j, j ∈ Z.
We now obtain an approximation to the physical
ground state, |ψa i, through the projection Pa = Pa,A Pa,B
defined in Section III A, with a = σei(r+1/2)φ . As in the
untwisted sector problem, it suffices to apply only one of
the projection operators acting on one of the cylinders,
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say, Pa,B , due to the form of |ψba i. Indeed, from its explicit form, we see that every state appearing in |ψba i has
(−1)NRB +NLB = (−1)NRA +NLA and (−1)FB = (−1)FA .
Hence, following the same reasoning given in the untwisted sector calculation, we have that
|ψa i = Pa |ψba i = Pa,A Pa,B |ψba i = Pa,B |ψba i

(4.45)

Again, we reserve the explicit form of |ψa i for Appendix B 2. We also discuss, in Appendix B 2, an important subtlety regarding the definition of the fermion
parity of the complex fermion zero mode. Now, as we did
in the untwisted sector problem, we can make use of the
fact that |ψa i = Pa |ψba i = Pa,B |ψba i is in a Schmidt decomposed form to deduce the form of the reduced density
matrix for, say, cylinder B. Explicitly,
ρa,B =

RB
LB
1
Pa,B ρzero,B e−He −He Pa,B ,
Zσei(r+1/2)φ,e
(4.46)

fB or fB† (recall that these are the zero-mode operators
on cylinder B) to |βi will yield a state that does satisfy
the parity selection rule (−1)FB = (−1)NRB +NLB . Moreover, whichever of fB |βi or fB† |βi is non-zero will have
RB
LB
the same eigenvalue as |βi under ρzero,B e−β(He +He ) ,
since ρzero,B is simply the identity operator in the zeromode sector. It is then not too difficult to see that we
obtain
RB
LB
Zσei(r+1/2)φ ,e = Zσe
i(r+1/2)φ ,e Zσei(r+1/2)φ ,e

where, focusing on edge RB and recalling the definitions
of Eq. (4.29),
Ising
+
RB
Zσe
i(r+1/2)φ ,e = χ1/16 (q̃)χ(r+1/2)/n (q).

(4.52)

Here,
χIsing
1/16 (q̃)

where,

= q̃

1
24

∞
Y

(1 + q̃ j )

(4.53)

j=1

HeRB

X †
πn 2
π
=ve
NRB +
kak ak −
L
12L
k>0
!
X †
π
+ ṽe
,
kck ck +
12L

!

(4.47)

k>0

HeLB

(4.51)

X
π
πn 2
NLB +
|k|ã†k ãk −
=ve
L
12L
k<0
!
X
π
+ ṽe
,
|k|c̃†k c̃k +
12L

!

(4.48)

k<0

ρzero,B = |0B i h0B | + |1B i h1B | .

(4.49)

We have again shifted the entanglement spectrum by a
constant for convenience.
4.

Entanglement Spectrum and Entropy

Now, introducing the fictitious inverse temperature
β = 1/T , we wish to compute (for a = σei(r+1/2)φ )
i
h
RB
LB
Za,e = TrB Pa,B ρzero,B e−β(He +He ) Pa,B . (4.50)

When computing the trace, the presence of the Pa,B projection operators requires that we only sum over states
in the a = σei(r+1/2)φ sector. Now, consider a state |βi
which obeys the correct quantization of winding numbers
for the σei(r+1/2)φ sector, but has a fermion parity such
that (−1)FB 6= (−1)NRB +NLB , implying it does not lie
in the physical MR Hilbert space and so will not contribute to the trace. It follows that by applying either

results from the trace over the (anti-periodic) Majorana
oscillator modes and is the character of the Ising CFT in
the twisted sector. The quantity χ+
m (q) was defined in
Eq. (4.33). It should be emphasized that the entanglement partition function can be expressed as a product of
traces over edges RB and LB because the the Majorana
zero modes have been traced over; the Hilbert spaces of
edges RB and LB are not genuinely decoupled.
This expression for the entanglement partition function matches the character of the appropriate topological
sector in the MR CFT [46], and so it follows immediately
that we will obtain the correct EE. Indeed, as usual, we
can express the entanglement partition function in terms
of modular functions:
s
−(r+1/2)/n
1/2
(nτ )
θ0 (τ̃ ) θ0
RB
Zσe
=
.
(4.54)
i(r+1/2)φ ,e
2η(τ̃ )
η(τ )
Making use of the modular transformation and asymptotic properties of the θ and η functions (see Appendix
A), we obtain, in the L → ∞ limit,
π
π
1 24τ̃
RB
e 2 e 12τ2 .
lim Zσe
i(r+1/2)φ ,e ≈ √
2n

L→∞

(4.55)

LB
One finds that Zσe
i(r+1/2)φ ,e is given by the same expression in this limit. So,

∂[T ln Zσei(r+1/2)φ ,e (β)]
L→∞
∂T
T =1
(4.56)


√
1
πL 1
,
+
= −2 ln( 2n) +
3
ve
2ṽe

Sσei(r+1/2)φ = lim

as required [see Eq. (4.3)].
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V.

NON-UNIFORM MOORE-READ GAPPED
INTERFACES

Thus far, we have demonstrated that the cut-and-glue
approach can be extended to the computation of the EE
in all topological sectors of the MR theory. However, the
utility of this approach is that it may be used to compute
the EE for an entanglement cut lying along the interface between two different topological phases. This was
demonstrated for interfaces of arbitrary Abelian phases
in Ref. [12]. The focus of the remainder of the present
work is to conduct a similar analysis of interfaces of MR
states at different filling fractions.
As a prerequisite to computing the EE for non-uniform
interfaces, it is necessary to first deduce which pairs of
MR states actually admit gapped interfaces and what
interaction terms can generate such a gap. The corresponding question for arbitrary Abelian states has been
studied in great detail [32–34, 60]. It is now well established that an interface between Abelian topological
orders A and B can be gapped if and only if (i) A and B
have identical chiral central charge c(A) = c(B), which
is related to the thermal Hall conductance [61–63] by
π 2 k2
κ = dIenergy /dT = c 3hB T , and (ii) the topological order A × B (where the overbar indicates time-reversal)
possesses a Lagrangian subgroup, a maximal set of mutually local bosons which, when condensed, confine all other
anyons. Such subgroups, when they exist, are related to
the so-called null vectors [64], which label sine-Gordon
interactions corresponding to tunneling of integer numbers of electrons.
Interfaces of non-Abelian states have also been studied intensively [35–43], although many open questions
still remain. Indeed, in contrast to Abelian edge theories, which are described by multi-component Luttinger
liquids [10], non-Abelian edge theories are described by
generic CFTs [44], whose primary fields need not have
free-field representations. As such, a comprehensive approach to classifying gapped interfaces via explicit gapping interactions seems difficult to develop (although specific examples have been considered before, such as those
in Ref. [65]). Our goal in this section is to use anyon
condensation, which we will briefly review, to understand
when interfaces between MR states can be gapped, and
then to use this picture to propose explicit gapping interactions.
A.

Anyon Condensation Picture of Gapped
Interfaces

Suppose we wish to determine whether one can form
a gapped interface between topological phases A and B,
assuming they have identical chiral central charges. This
is equivalent to asking whether one can gap out an interface between the phase A × B and the vacuum by the
folding trick [24, 51]. In the case where A and B are
both Abelian, the necessary and sufficient criterion for

the existence of such an interface is the existence of a
Lagrangian subgroup, L ⊂ A × B. If A × B is a bosonic
topological order (i.e. the local “electron” operators have
bosonic statistics), then a Lagrangian subgroup is a set of
anyons defined by the requirements that (1) for all a ∈ L,
eiθa = 1, where θa is the spin of a, (2) for all a, b ∈ L,
eiθa,b = 1, where θa,b is the braiding phase between a
and b, and (3) for any b ∈
/ L, there exists some a ∈ L
such that eiθa,b 6= 1. Now, in the anyon condensation
picture of Bais and Slingerland [50], if one condenses all
anyons in L, all other anyons in the theory will become
confined. If A × B is fermionic, then condition (1) is relaxed to the constraint eiθa = ±1 – that is, the anyons
in L can have bosonic or fermionic self-statistics. This
is because a fermionic anyon a ∈ L can be fused with
a local fermion (an electron) to obtain a bosonic quasiparticle which can be condensed. In either case, A × B
can be reduced to the vacuum or a trivial state without
the closing of a gap, implying the existence of a gapped
interface between A and B.
It is believed that a similar anyon condensation criterion can be used to identify gapped interfaces of nonAbelian states [40, 41]. In this case, the picture is a
bit more subtle as non-Abelian anyons may “split” under condensation, and so the maximal set of condensable
anyons may not be closed under fusion. For this reason, we will call such a set of anyons a Lagrangian subset, as opposed to a subgroup. Although, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no rigorous proof of connection
between the existence of a Lagrangian subset and the
gappability of a non-Abelian interface, we can use this
picture as motivation for writing down explicit gapping
terms for the Moore-Read states. After first reviewing
gapped Laughlin interfaces, this will be the next order of
business.

1.

Review of Laughlin Interfaces

Let us consider an interface between Laughlin states at
fillings ν1 = 1/k1 and ν2 = 1/k2 , as studied in Ref. [25].
The free part of the Lagrangian describing the interface
is given by
L0 =

k1
k2
∂x φL (∂t − ∂x )φL +
∂x φR (−∂t − ∂x )φR .
4π
4π
(5.1)

The interaction term we add in to gap out the interface
must be constructed from local degrees of freedom (i.e.
electron operators). It will be sufficient to restrict our
attention to an electron tunneling term:
† a b
Lint = (ψL
) ψR + H.c. = cos(ak1 φL + bk2 φR ),

(5.2)

where ψL = e−ik1 φL and ψR = eik2 φ2 are the local electron operators. Here, Λ = (a, b) must satisfy Haldane’s
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null vector criterion [64]

2.


 k1
a b
0

0
−k2

 
a
= 0.
b

(5.3)

This ensures the argument of the cosine argument behaves as a classical variable and so can obtain an expectation value in the strongly interacting limit, gapping out
the scalar fields. In the present case, this means
a2 k1 − b2 k2 = 0.

(5.4)

We also require Λ to be primitive [66], so as to not introduce a spurious ground state degeneracy, meaning that
a and b must be co-prime. These two requirements can
be shown to constrain the fillings to be [25]
ν1 = k1−1 =

1
,
pb2

ν2 = k2−1 =

1
.
pa2

(5.5)

Hence, there exists a gapped interface between Laughlin
states A and B at the filling fractions:
(A)

ν=

1
pb2

|

(B) ν =

1
.
pa2

(5.6)

Let us now confirm that there indeed exists a Lagrangian subgroup for A × B, which is condensed by Eq.
(5.2). The anyon content of A × B is
A × B = {eirφL }r=1,...,pb2 × {eisφR }s=1,...,pa2 .

(5.7)

For concreteness, r and s will henceforth always index
the A and B factors, respectively. These anyons have
spin
hr,s

1
=
2



r2
s2
−
pb2
pa2



.

(5.8)

(5.9)

form a Lagrangian subgroup and their condensation fully
gaps the interface. Note, in particular, that
2

(eibφL eiaφR )pab = eipab

φL ipa2 bφR

e

We would now like to identify gapped interfaces between generalized MR states at different filling fractions.
Absent a correspondence between gapping terms and Lagrangian subsets, as exists in the Abelian case, we can
at best use the anyon condensation picture as a source of
intuition for identifying candidate gapping terms. As a
first step, however, we can restrict which filling fractions
to consider by focusing on gapping terms that correspond
to tunneling of electrons. Indeed, if we consider an interface between MR states at filling fractions ν1 = 1/k1
and ν2 = 1/k2 , the most general electron tunneling term
we can write down is given by
† a b
Lint = (ψL
) ψR + H.c. = iχaL χbR cos(ak1 φL + bk2 φR ).
(5.11)

We will analyze this interaction term in more detail in the
following subsection. For now, we emphasize that our implementation of the cut-and-glue approach required that
the Majorana and bosonic parts of the interaction term
were separately bosonic and so separately obtained expectation values in the strongly interacting limit [see the
discussion around Eq. (3.15)]. Using our analysis of
Laughlin interfaces above, we see that this is only possible if k1 = pb and k2 = pa, with a and b co-prime [67]. So,
we will restrict our attention to gapped interfaces (GIs)
between two MR phases, A and B, at filling fractions
(A)

ν=

1
pb2

|

(B) ν =

1
.
pa2

(5.12)

This is not to say that GIs cannot be formed between
MR states at other filling fractions, only that these GIs
are those most obviously amenable to our cut-and-glue
approach to the calculation of the EE.
In this case, the anyon content of A × B is
A ⊗ B ={eirφL , χL eirφL , σL ei(r+1/2)φL }r=1,...,pb2

Hence, anyons of the form (r, s) = l(b, a) have trivial spin;
it is also straightforward to see that they have trivial
braiding statistics with each other and non-trivial statistics with respect to all other anyons. So, the anyons
L = {eilbφL eilaφR }l=1,...,pab

Extension to Moore-Read Interfaces

(5.10)

a b
corresponds to the composite electron operator ψL
ψR appearing in Eq. (5.2) and will obtain an expectation value
when the argument of the cosine is pinned, resulting in
the condensation of all anyons in L. This makes explicit
the connection between Lagrangian subgroups and electron tunneling terms.

⊗ {eisφR , χR eisφR , σR ei(s+1/2)φR }s=1,...,pa2 .
(5.13)

Again, our goal is to condense a set of bosonic anyons
such that all other anyons will be confined. Our strategy
is as follows: we will first condense all possible Abelian
anyons. This will yield a new topological order in which
all of the non-Abelian anyons will have, hopefully, either
become confined or have split into Abelian ones. It will
then be straightforward to see whether that order can be
reduced to a trivial one.
Motivated by our analysis of the Laughlin problem, we
start by condensing the following set of Abelian anyons:
L0 = {eilbφL eilaφR }l=1,...,pab × {1L 1R , χL χR }

(5.14)

It follows immediately that all anyons of the form
eirφL eisφR and χL eirφL χR eisφR not lying in L0 will be
confined. The condensation pattern of the remaining
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anyons depends on whether a and b are odd or even.
Since we have assumed a and b to be coprime, there are
only two cases to consider: (i) one of a and b even, the
other odd and (ii) both a and b odd.
Case (i): One of a and b even, the other odd
Without loss of generality, let us take a to be even and
b odd. In this case, the anyons in the set
{χL eilbφL eilaφR , eilbφL χR eilaφR }l=1,...,pab ,

(5.15)

despite being fermionic, can be condensed after combining them with (fermionic) electrons. In fact, they are all
equivalent to products of anyons in L0 , up to fusion with
electron operators. For instance,
2

1L χR ∼ 1L χR × (χL eipb
2

= eipab

φL ipa2 bφR

e

φL a

) × (χR eipa

2

φR b

)

,

(5.16)

where the tilde indicates an equivalence up to fusion with
electrons. Here we made use of the fact that χa ∼ 1, since
a ∈ 2Z. Thus, we should extend the Lagrangian subset
from L0 to
L = {eilbφL eilaφR }l=1,...,2pab × {1L 1R , χL χR }.

(5.17)

It immediately follows that all of the non-Abelian anyons
will be confined. Indeed, any anyons of the form
σL ei(r+1/2)φL eisφR ∼ σL ei(r+1/2)φL χR eisφR

(5.18)

eirφL σR ei(s+1/2)φR ∼ χL eirφL σR ei(s+1/2)φR

(5.19)

and

will be confined, since they all possess non-trivial braiding with χL χR . As for anyons of the form,
σL,r σR,s ≡ σL ei(r+1/2)φL σR ei(s+1/2)φR ,

(5.20)

we can compute their braiding with eilbφL eilaφR and
χL eilbφL χR eilaφR to be



1
l
iθ(r,s),l
ar − bs + (a − b) . (5.21)
e
= exp 2πi
pab
2
Since a is even while b is odd, this phase can never be
trivial. Hence all anyons of the form σL,r σR,s will be
confined. Thus, we obtain a gapped interface, but one
which is opaque to non-Abelian anyons since they are all
confined.
Case (ii): a, b both odd
As a first step, we again condense L0 . Upon doing so,
the anyon
f ≡ χL eilbφL eilaφR ∼ χL 1R ∼ 1L χR ∼ eilbφL χR eilaφR
(5.22)
remains deconfined, where the equivalences come from
fusion with elements of L0 .
However, any other

anyon of the form χL eirφL eisφR or eirφL χR eisφR will
clearly be confined, as the chiral boson factors will
yield non-trivial braiding with the elements of L0 . It
is also straightforward to see that any anyons of the
form σL ei(r+1/2)φL eisφR ∼ σL ei(r+1/2)φL χR eisφR and
eirφL σR ei(s+1/2)φR ∼ χL eirφL σR ei(s+1/2)φR will be confined, since they all possess non-trivial braiding with
χL χR .
This leaves us with the anyons of Eq. (5.20). Their
braiding with eilbφL eilaφR and χL eilbφL χR eilaφR is again
given by Eq. (5.21). Since a and b are both odd, it follows
that a − b ∈ 2Z and so this phase can be trivial for an
appropriate choice of r and s. Specifically, we need to
look for r, s ∈ Z satisfying the Diophantine equation
1
ar − bs + (a − b) = pabt,
2

t∈Z

(5.23)

in order to identify the deconfined non-Abelian anyons.
One can show that solutions to this equation for arbitrary
t are equivalent to those for t = 0, up to fusion with
electrons. It is easy to see that, for the t = 0 case, one
solution to the Diophantine equation is given by
r0 =

b−1
,
2

s0 =

a−1
.
2

(5.24)

All other solutions can be parameterized as
ru = r0 + ub,

su = s0 + ua

(5.25)

and correspond to fusing σL,r0 σR,s0 with a condensed
anyon in L0 . Hence, after condensing L0 , σL,r0 σR,s0 is
the only non-Abelian anyon (up to fusion with electrons
and condensed anyons) which is not confined.
In order to understand the fate of σL,r0 σR,s0 after
condensing the anyons in L0 , let us check the fusion of
σL,r0 σR,s0 with itself. We have that
σL,r0 σR,s0 × σL,r0 σR,s0

= (1 + χL 1R + 1L χR + χL χR )eibφL eiaφR
→ 2×1+2×f

(5.26)

where, in the last step, we applied the identifications arising from condensing L0 . Since the vacuum appears twice
in this fusion rule, σL,r0 σR,s0 must split [50] into two
Abelian anyons: σL,r0 σR,s0 → e + m, with the fusion
rules e2 = m2 = f 2 = 1 and e × m = f . So, after condensing the Abelian anyons in L0 , we are left with the
Abelian anyons {1, e, m, f }. Now, since σL,r0 σR,s0 has
bosonic self-statistics,
 

(r0 + 1/2)2
(s0 + 1/2)2
iθ(r0 ,s0 )
e
= exp πi
= 1,
−
pb2
pa2
(5.27)
it follows that the daughter e and m anyons must also
be self-bosons. Additionally, the monodromy associated
with braiding f around σL,r0 σR,s0 , and hence also around
either e or m, is −1. So, this condensation pattern is essentially that of the Ising×Ising → Toric code transition.
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We can then condense either e or m to fully gap out the
interface. In contrast to the previous case, however, a
subset of non-Abelian anyons can pass through this interface.
We thus conclude that we can always form a GI between Moore-Read states at filling fractions ν −1 = pa2
and ν −1 = pb2 , although the nature of the interface depends on whether or not a − b ∈ 2Z.
B.

strong coupling limit, the argument of the cosine will be
pinned and χL χR will obtain an expectation value, corresponding to the condensation of χL χR and all anyons of
the form eilbφ eilaφ , as suggested by the Lagrangian subset
picture. That, roughly speaking, σL,r0 σR,s0 is condensed
can be inferred from Eq. (5.30), since eibφ eiaφ is also
condensed, or by analogy with the standard Ising model,
in which the condensation of χL χR implies a gap for the
full theory.

Gapping Terms for ν1−1 = pb2 and ν2−1 = pa2 MR
Interfaces
2.

We now turn to the problem of constructing explicit
interactions which can gap out these interfaces by drawing some intuition from the above anyon condensation
pictures.
1.

Equal Parity Interface: a, b ∈ 2Z + 1

Let us first focus on the interface between ν1−1 = pb2
and ν2−1 = pa2 with a and b both odd. In this case,
the naı̈ve electron tunneling term of Eq. (5.11) takes the
form
Lint = iχL χR cos(pab2 φL + pa2 bφR ),

(5.28)

where we used the fusion rule χ2 = 1. [To be more careful
about this, one should point-split Eq. (5.11) and perform
an operator product expansion to obtain Eq. (5.28)]. It
is straightforward to see that, in the strongly interacting
limit, this interaction term will gap out both the scalar
fields and Majorana fermions.
How does this interaction term connect with the anyon
condensation picture described above? As a start, one
may ask what anyon (or anyons) generate the set of
anyons, L0 , of Eq. (5.14). First, we note that up to
2
2
the electronic combinations χL e−ipb φL and χR e−ipa φR ,
2

eipab

φL ipa2 bφR

e

2

∼ (χL e−ipb
= χL χR .

φL a

) × (χR e−ipa

2

φR b

2

) × eipab

φL ipa2 bφR

e

(5.29)
So, all anyons in L0 can be obtained by fusing the anyon
eibφL eiaφR with itself some number of times, which is to
say, L0 is generated by a single anyon. Additionally, we
observed above that
σL,r0 σR,s0 × σL,r0 σR,s0

= (1 + χL 1R + 1L χR + χL χR )eibφL eiaφR ,

(5.30)

which means the elements of L0 , and hence the full Lagrangian subset, can all be generated from this single
non-Abelian anyon. This suggests that the corresponding gapped edge can be obtained using a single gapping
term, namely that given by Eq. (5.28). Indeed, in the

Opposite Parity Interface: a ∈ 2Z, b ∈ 2Z + 1

In contast to the previous case, the naive tunneling
term of Eq. (5.11) will not serve to gap out the interface.
a b
Indeed, since a is even and b is odd, we have that ψL
ψR
is fermionic and so cannot obtain a non-zero expectation
value. In order to identify an appropriate gapping interaction, let us try to draw some intuition from the above
anyon condensation picture. In particular, we may ask
which anyons generate the set L of Eq. (5.17). By inspection, we see that L has the group structure Z2pab × Z2 .
(Note that χL χR is not equivalent up to fusion with elec2
2
trons with eipab φL eipa bφR when one of a and b is even
and the other odd.) In particular, L is generated by
eibφL eiaφR and χL χR . This suggests that we will need
two distinct tunneling terms to condense the anyons in
each of the Z2pab and Z2 factors and hence fully gap the
interface.
Motivated by this observation, we can write down what
is effectively the square of the naı̈ve electron tunneling
operator of Eq. (5.11):
† 2a 2b
) ψR + H.c. = cos(2pab2 φL + 2pa2 bφR ),
Lc = (ψL
(5.31)

where we again used the fusion rule χ2 = 1. It is clear
that this interaction can gap out the charged sector (i.e.
the scalar fields) and the pinning of the argument of the
cosine will correspond to the condensation of the anyons
eilbφL eilaφR in Eq. (5.17).
We are thus left with the task of gapping out the neutral degrees of freedom, namely the Majorana fermions.
The naı̈ve expectation, on inspection of Eq. (5.17), is
that the neutral sector should be gapped out by a term
of the form (χL χR )2 , since χ2L = 1 and χ2R = 1 are
local quasi-particles and (χL χR )2 obtaining an expectation value would correspond to the condensation of
χL χR . But, it is precisely due to these fusion rules that
(χL χR )2 ∼ 1 cannot introduce a gap. More precisely,
on point-splitting the interaction, one finds (χL χR )2 ∼
χL ∂χL χR ∂χR , which is an irrelevant interaction (in the
RG sense) and cannot perturbatively introduce a gap
[68]. Evidently, we must employ a more indirect approach
to fully gap out the interface.
Indeed, we will make use of an alternative representa-
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tion of the Ising CFT
Ising =

SO(N + 1)1
∼ SO(N + 1)1 ⊠ SO(N )1 , (5.32)
SO(N )1

where N = 2r is an even number with r > 1, SO(N )1
denotes the SO(N ) Kac-Moody algbera at level one, and
the tensor product ⊠ denotes a usual tensor product combined with the condensation of a particular set of bosonic
anyons to tie the two factors together. The details of this
representation are reviewed in Appendix C. This representation allows us to to re-express the Majorana sector
of the MR theory in terms of N + 1 left-moving and N
right-moving Majorana fermions. The topological data
of theory (i.e. the anyon content) will remain the same
in this alternative reprsentation due to the choice of condensed operators encoded in the ⊠ notation. In particular, all 2N + 1 Majorana operators belong to a single
topological sector. So, we expect to obtain the correct
TEE in our entanglement calculation. However, the total central charge will change and will alter the area law
term in the entanglement entropy. This, of course, is
not distressing since the coefficient of the area law term
is a non-universal quantity. The upshot of this alternative representation is that we can write down currentcurrent backscattering interactions which are manifestly
local and marginally relevant, which means they can induce a gap.
Explicitly, in this alternative reprsentation, we can
write the free part of the ν = 1/n MR edge theory as
r
1 X
n
∂x φj (∂t − ∂x )φj
L = ∂x φ(∂t − ∂x )φ +
4π
4π j=1

1
4π

+

r
X

= (−1)

j

j

Nµ

.

P

(5.34)

j

j (N R +N L )

(−1)

P

F

j

(−1) (−1)

j
j
j (NR +NL )

P

(−1)

(5.36)

P1 = P1,R P1,L

(5.37)

which projects states the cylinder to the 1 sector of the
MR edge theory. Here, P1,µ acts on edge µ of the cylinder
j
and for |ψi an eigenstate of (−1)Fµ , (−1)Nµ , (−1)Nµ , and
j
(−1)Nµ , we have that, schematically,
P1,µ |ψi = |ψi

(5.38)

P1,µ |ψi = 0

(5.39)

if G′µ |ψi = |ψi and

otherwise.
Returning to the non-uniform interface, we can now
employ the current-current interactions described in Appendix C to gap out the neutral modes [69]:
X

cos(2Θj1 ) cos(2Θj2 ) + u

cos(2Θj )iχL χR

j=1

j1 6=j2

X

r
X

j1

j2

cos(2Θ ) cos(2Θ )
(5.40)

where we have defined
2Θj ≡ φjR − φjL ,

j

j

j

2Θ = φR − φL .

(5.41)

In its fermionized form, as presented in Eq. (C20) of
Appendix C, we see that Ln does indeed, heuristically,
represent a (χL χR )2 interaction, in line with our intuition from the anyon condensation picture. It is clear
that, taken together, the charge sector and neutral sector interaction terms,
Lgap ≡ Lc + Ln ,

(5.42)

will fully gap the interface.
j

j

j (N R +N L )

,
(5.35)

j

where Nµ , Nµj , and N µ are the winding modes of φµ ,
j

P

× (−1)

(5.33)

j
j
j (NR +NL )

NR +NL

j
Nµ

j1 6=j2

the SO currents of Eqs. (C11)-(C13), as well as the condensed operators of Eqs. (C14)-(C15). As usual, it is
important to understand the organization of the Hilbert
space. To that end, let us place this MR phase on a
cylinder so that we have chiral and anti-chiral copies on
the left (L) and right (R) edges of the cylinder. We then
define the operator
G = G(−1)

j

The 1 sector is then defined by the constraint G′µ = 1.
For later convenience, we can define the operator

+u

i
j
j
∂x φ (−∂t − ∂x )φ + χ (∂t − ∂x )χ,
2
j=1

ψe = χeinφ ,

P

P

G′µ = (−1)Nµ (−1)Fµ (−1)

Ln =u

with the local operators being the electron operator

′

the physical Hilbert space is defined by the constraint
G′ = 1. This simply states that the charge (i.e. the winding number parity of the φ field) must match the combined fermion number parity and neutral boson winding
number parity. In particular, in the 1 sector we can define separate fermion parities for each edge. As such, we
can define the operators

φjµ , and φµ , respectively. One can check that G′ commutes with all the local-electronic operators in this theory. Hence, similar to the conventional MR edge theory,

VI. NON-UNIFORM INTERFACE
ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY

Having established which interfaces of MR states can
be gapped and which explicit interactions can induce
these gaps, we can proceed to apply the cut-and-glue
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approach to the calculation of the EE for these interface
systems. We again consider the geometry of Fig. 2 except, now, region A (B) will be occupied by a ν −1 = pb2
(ν −1 = pa2 ) MR state. The entanglement cut thus lies
on the interface between these two distinct topological
orders. We will consider the two classes of interfaces
discussed in the previous section in turn. Our analysis
will parallel that of Ref. [12], in that we will first illustrate how the gapping interactions place constraints on
the ground state. Aside from these constraints, the actual computation of the ground state and the EE then
proceeds in essentially the same way as for the uniform
interfaces. We will focus, for simplicity, on the trivial (1)
sector.

A.

Equal Parity Interface

We begin by considering the case where both a and b
are odd. As in the uniform interface calculation, we will
focus on the LA/RB interface (i.e. interface 1). For ease
of access, we restate here the free Lagrangian,

Indeed, as in the case of the uniform interface problem,
the pinning of the cosine term implies the linear combination of the scalar fields bφLA + aφRB cannot fluctuate
significantly from its vacuum expectation value over the
length of the system. In particular, it cannot have a nonzero winding, which requires that
bNLA + aNRB = 0.

(6.5)

Since a and b are coprime, this relation fixes the quantization of the winding numbers to be
NLA = az,

NRB = −bz,

z ∈ Z.

(6.6)

The physical content of this restriction is clear in view
of the form of the gapping interaction, which involves
scattering a electrons from edge LA with b holes from
edge RB. The ground state of the interface will then
naturally consist of a superposition of states consisting
†
b
of multiples of (ψLA
)a ψRB
particle-hole pairs. This is
precisely what is expressed by the above constraint, once
we also enforce the Z2 gauge symmetry constraint, which
ties the bosonic winding to the fermionic parity.

i
pb2
Ldec,1 = χLA (∂t − vn ∂x )χLA +
∂x φLA (∂t − vc ∂x )φLA
2. Entanglement Entropy Calculation
2
4π
pa2
i
∂x φRB (−∂t − vc ∂x )φRB , The calculation of the EE is nearly identical to that
+ χRB (∂t + vn ∂x )χRB +
2
4π
of the uniform interface case, with the primary differ(6.1)
ence being that we must take into account the above
constraints on the winding numbers. The approximated
and the gapping interaction,
Hamiltonian again takes the decoupled form
2g
osc
osc
zero
Lgap,1 = − iχLA χRB cos(pab2 φLA + pa2 bφRB ). (6.2)
H1 ≡ H1,f
+ H1,b
+ H1,b
.
(6.7)
π
The fermionic part of the approximated Hamiltonian,
osc
H1,f
, is identical to that for the uniform interface prob1. Gapping Term Constraints
lem, Eq. (4.8), and so the ground state of the fermionic
sector will again be given by Eq. (4.13). The bosonic
As in the uniform interface problem, we will take the
parts of the Hamiltonian are now given by:
strongly interacting limit and approximate
πλvc L
πvc p
zero
Z L
(aNRB − bNLA )2 +
(aφRB,0 + bφLA,0 )2 ,
H1,b
=

2L
2
Hgap,1 ≈
dx const. + vn g̃iχLA χRB
0
(6.8)
(6.3)




vc λπ
2
X
ak
vc
Ak Bk
+
(bφLA + aφRB − π/pab) dx,
osc
H1,b
=
,
(6.9)
(a†k a−k )
2
Bk Ak
a†−k
2
k6=0
where g̃ = −2g/(vn π) < 0 and we have expanded about
where
the vacuum
hpab2 φLA + pa2 bφRB i = π
hiχLA χRB i > 0.

(6.4)

We perform a similar approximation for interface 2. As
before, this violates the Z2 gauge symmetries generated
by the Gα operators [Eq. (3.12)], and so the ground
state to the approximated Hamiltonian will need to be
projected to the Gα = 1 subspace. However, following
Ref. [12], an additional constraint is imposed by the
gapping interaction.

Ak = |k| +

2λπ 2
,
p|k|

Bk =

2λπ 2
.
p|k|

(6.10)

Dispensing with the details, we simply jump to writing
down the ground state for the approximated Hamiltonian
(including both interfaces):
|ψb1 i = |ψb1,1 i ⊗ |ψb2,1 i ,

(6.11)
b
|ψ1/2,1 i = |Gb,zero,1/2 i ⊗ |Gb,osc,1/2 i ⊗ |Gf,osc,1/2 i
(6.12)
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where
|Gb,zero,1 i =
|Gb,zero,2 i =

X

e−

ve πpa2 b2 N 2
2L

N ∈Z

X

e−

ve πpa2 b2 N 2
2L

N ∈Z

|NRB = bN, NLA = −aN i ,
|NLB = −bN, NRA = aN i ,
(6.13)

while |Gb,osc,1/2 i and |Gf,osc,1/2 i are again given by Equations (4.10), (4.17) and (4.13), (4.18), respectively. The
constraint imposed by the gapping interaction manifests
itself in the sums over the winding mode states. The
entanglement velocities are given by
r
2 p
2
ve =
,
ṽe =
.
(6.14)
π λ
|g̃|

Following the now standard procedure, we must apply
the projection operator P1 ≡ P1,A P1,B defined in Eq.
(3.20) to obtain a physical state in the MR Hilbert space.
As in the uniform interface case, we again have that
P1 |ψb1 i = P1,A |ψb1 i = P1,B |ψb1 i. Indeed, we see that
every state appearing in |ψb1 i has (−1)FRB = (−1)FLA
and (−1)FLB = (−1)FRA . Additionally, since both a
and b are odd, we have that (−1)bN = (−1)aN , and so
the states also satisfy (−1)NRB = (−1)NLA , as well as
(−1)NLB = (−1)NRA . It then readily follows that
|ψ1 i = P1 |ψb1 i = P1,A |ψb1 i = P1,B |ψb1 i .

We thus find the TEE for this nonuniform interface on
the torus (in the vacuum sector) is given by
p
γ1 = 2 ln(2 pa2 b2 ),
(6.21)
which is one of the main results of this paper.
B.

(6.15)

where HeRB and HeLB are given by Equations (4.22) and
(4.23), respectively, with the substitution n = pa2 . The
operator Pb enforces the constraint of Eq. (6.6):

(6.22)

Pb |NRB , NLB i = δNRB ,0 modb δNLB ,0 modb |NRB , NLB i .
(6.17)

where, in the interest of compactness, we have abused our
earlier notation by temporarily redefining µ = LA/RB =
+/−. We have also set,

It is now a straightforward matter to derive the entanglement partition function. As before, we can write
Z1,e as a product of contributions from the right and left
edges:
Z1,e =
Explicitly,
RB
Z1,e

=

χIsing
(q̃)
0

X

q

pa2 (bN )2 /2

N ∈even

+ χIsing
1/2 (q̃)

X

N ∈odd

q pa

2

(bN )2 /2

!

kLA = pa2 ,

1

q − 24

∞
Y

j=1
1

q − 24

∞
Y

j=1

1 − qj
1 − qj

−1

−1

(6.19)

kRB = pb2 .

(6.23)

The gapping interaction is given by

(6.18)

!

Opposite Parity Interface

We now turn to the class of interfaces in which one of
a and b is even and the other odd. Without loss of generality, we will again take a to be even and b to be odd.
We will also employ the topologically equivalent representation of the MR CFT, as discussed in Section V B
and detailed in Appendix C. Again focusing on interface
1, the free part of the Lagrangian is given by,
X  kµ
i
∂x φµ (µ∂t − vc ∂x )φµ + χµ (∂t − µvn ∂x )χµ
Ldec,1 =
4π
2
µ

r
o
1 Xn
j
j
∂x φµ (−µ∂t − vn ∂x )φµ + ∂x φjµ (µ∂t − vn ∂x )φjµ  ,
+
4π j=1

As in the uniform interface problem, P1,B |ψb1 i is again in
a Schmidt decomposed form, and so we can directly read
off the entanglement spectrum and hence the reduced
density matrix for B (the only difference with the uniform
interface calculation is the winding mode sector. We have
that
RB
LB
1
ρ1,B =
(6.16)
P1,B Pb e−He −He Pb P1,B ,
Zeirφ ,e

RB LB
Z1,e
Z1,e .

where χIsing
(q̃) and χIsing
0
1/2 (q̃) were defined in Eqs. (4.31)
LB
and (4.32), respectively, and Z1,e
is given by a similar
expression. As in the entanglement partition function for
the untwisted sectors of the uniform interface problem,
the first (second) line of Eq. (6.19) arises from the states
in the trace which have both an even (odd) fermion parity
and winding number parity. It is immediate to see that
Eq. (6.19) is formally equivalent to Eq. (4.30) with the
substitutions n → pa2 b2 and r → 0. This implies that
Eq. (6.19) is in fact the partition function in the trivial
sector for a MR state at inverse filling ν −1 = pa2 b2 . We
will have more to say on this point later in this section
but, for now, this observation allows us to immediately
deduce the EE in the present non-uniform interface problem to be,


p
1
πL 1
2
2
S1 = −2 ln(2 pa b ) +
.
(6.20)
+
3
ve
2ṽe

,

Lgap,1 = Lc,1 + Ln,1 ,
(6.24)
2g
Lc,1 = − cos(2pab2 φLA + 2pa2 bφRB )
(6.25)
π
i
X h
j1
j2
Ln,1 = u
cos(2Θj11 ) cos(2Θj12 ) + cos(2Θ1 ) cos(2Θ1 )
+u

j1 6=j2
r
X

cos(2Θj1 )iχLA χRB ,

j=1

(6.26)
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where,

2.

2Θj1 ≡ φjRB − φjLA ,

j

j

j

2Θ1 = φRB − φLA ,

(6.27)

and we take u, g > 0. We will also require the mode
expansions
X
x
φjµ = φjµ,0 + 2πNµj +
L

µk<0

φµ = φµ,0 +

j
2πN µ

X
x
+
L

µk>0

s

s

i
2π h j ikx
ak e + (ajk )† e−ikx
L|k|

i
2π h j ikx
ak e + (ajk )† e−ikx
L|k|
(6.28)

where
= [(aik )† , ajk′ ] = δk,k′ δi,j ,
i
j
j
[φiµ,0 , NRB
] = −[φµ,0 , N µ ] = −iδi,j ,
[(aik )† , ajk′ ]

(6.29)
(6.30)

and we have temporarily set µ = LA/RB = +/−.

Entanglement Entropy Calculation

We see that, in the approximated Hamiltonian, the
Majorana fermion, neutral boson, and charged boson sectors all decouple. In particular, the Hamiltonians for each
of these sectors have already appeared in our calculations
for the equal-parity interface in Eq. (6.7). Hence, we
will skip the details of the computation and simply jump
to writing down the ground state of the approximated
Hamiltonian:
|ψb1,1 i = |Gb,zero,1 i ⊗ |Gb,osc,1 i ⊗ |Gf,osc,1 i
r
r
Y
Y
j
|Gjn,osc,1 i ,
|Gn,zero,1 i ⊗
⊗

(6.34)

j=1

j=1

where, |Gb,osc,1 i, |Gf,osc,1 i, and |Gb,zero,1 i are again given
by Equations (4.10), (4.13), and (6.13), respectively,
while the ground states for the neutral boson oscillator
and zero-mode sectors of interface 1, respectively, take
the form
!
X ve,n k j
j
j † j
− 2
†
† j
†
|Gn,osc,1 i = exp
e
[(ak ) (a−k ) + (ak ) (a−k ) ] |0i
k>0

1.

(6.35)

Gapping Term Constraints

We now take the strong coupling limit. Without loss
of generality, we expand about the vacuum defined by
the expectation values
h2pab2 φLA + 2pa2 bφRB i = π

h2Θj1 i = h2Θj1 i = 0
hiχLA χRB i < 0,

(6.31)

so that
Hgap,1 ≈

Z

"

i
λπ X h
j
(2Θj )2 + (2Θ )2 + g̃iχLA χRB
2 j
0
#
vc λ̃π
(bφLA + aφRB − π/(2pab))2 dx.
+
2
(6.32)
L

Here, λ, λ̃ > 0 and g̃ = −ru < 0. As in the equal parity
interface problem, the pinning of bφLA + aφRB enforces
the constraint Eq. (6.6), while the pinning of the 2Θj1
j
and 2Θ1 fields enforces the constraints
j
j
NLA
= NRB
∈ Z,

j

j

N LA = N RB ∈ Z.

(6.33)

Note that, at this level of our approximation, the factor
of two in the argument of Lc,1 , which reflects the fact
that we must tunnel an even number of electrons, does
not play any role. This will be accounted for once we
project to the physical Hilbert space.



|Gjn,zero,1 i = 
⊗

X
N

e

v
π(N j )2
− e,n 2L

j

X
Nj

e

−

ve,n π(N j )2
2L

j
|N RB
j
|NRB

=N

=N

j

j

j
, N LA

j
, NLA

j



= N i
j

!

=N i ,
(6.36)

where the non-universal entanglement velocity ve,n depends on the field expectation values in an unimportant
way. The corresponding state for interface 2, |ψb1,2 i, is
given by a similar expression.
As usual, we obtain an approximation to the physical
ground state of the unapproximated gapping Hamiltonian in the 1 sector by applying a projection to |ψb1 i.
Defining Z2 symmetry operators, Eq. (5.36), for each
cylinder, G′µα (where µ = L, R, α = A, B), the 1 sector
is defined by the constraint G′µα = 1. Likewise, we define
copies of the projection operators, Eq. (5.37), for each
cylinder: P1,α = P1,Lα P1,Rα . We thus obtain an approximation to the ground state in the physical Hilbert space
via the projection
|ψ1 i = P1 |ψb1 i = P1,A P1,B |ψb1 i .

(6.37)

(−1)NLA |ψb1,1 i = |ψb1,1 i ,

(6.38)

In contrast to our earlier calculations, however, the projection requires a bit more care, since a is even while b is
odd, and so (−1)aN 6= (−1)bN for N odd. Explicitly, we
have that
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since each state appearing in |ψb1,1 i is an eigenstate of
NLA with eigenvalue aN and (−1)aN = 1. So, P1,LA
will project out all states in |ψb1,1 i with
P

(−1)FLA (−1)

j

j
NLA

P

(−1)

j

j

N LA

= −1,

functions:
0
θ00 (pa2 b2 τ ) + θ1/2
(pa2 b2 τ )
RB
Z1,e
=
×
η(τ )

 s
s
0
0 (τ̃ )
0 (τ̃ )
θ1/2
θ0 (τn )2r + θ1/2
(τn )2r
θ
1
0
 0
 
+
4
η(τ̃ )
η(τ̃ )
η(τn )2r
s


s
0 (τ̃ )
0
2r
0
2r
0
θ
θ
(τ
)
−
θ
(τ
)
n
1
θ0 (τ̃ )
1/2
1/2 n
 0
.
+ 
−
4
η(τ̃ )
η(τ̃ )
η(τn )2r

(6.39)

that is, those states whose fermion parity does not match
the neutral boson winding parity. However, we can see
from the explicit form of |ψb1,1 i that
(−1)FRB +

P

j

j
NRB
+

P

j

j

N RB

= (−1)FLA +

P

j

j
NLA
+

P

j

j

N LA

(6.43)

(6.40)

Applying the usual modular transformations and taking
the large length limit, we find


p
1
1
πL 2r
2
2
.
S1 = −2 ln(4 pa b ) +
+
+
3
ve,n
ve
2ṽe
(6.44)

for each state appearing in |ψb1,1 i. Now, when we apply P1,RB to P1,LA |ψ1,1 i, we must project out those
states with (−1)NRB = −1, since all the remaining states
P

j

P

j

have (−1)FRB + j NRB + j N RB = +1. But, each state in
|ψb1,1 i has NL = bN , with b odd, and (−1)bN = (−1)N .
Thus, the only states remaining in the sum after projection will have N ∈ 2Z – i.e. NRB = 2bz and
NLA = −2az, with z = N/2. Physically, this reflects
the fact that we are scattering an even number of electrons and holes, as manifested by the factor of two in the
argument of Lc,1 [Eq. (6.25)].
It is now a simple matter to deduce the entanglement
spectrum and hence the entanglement partition function
for, say, cylinder B. Taking into account the constraints
on the fermion parity and bosonic winding number quantum numbers imposed by the projections, we can read off
the entangelement spectrum from the explicit forms of
|ψ1,1 i and |ψ2,1 i, which are in Schmidt-decomposed form.
Indeed, we find for the entanglement partition function,
!
∞
Y
X
−1
1
RB
pb2 (aN )2 /2
×
1 − qj
q − 24
Z1,e =
q


+ χIsing
1/2 (q̃)

which is another of the main results of this paper. Note
that this differs from that of the same-parity interface
[cf. Eq. (6.21)].
C.

j=1

N ∈even

 Ising
χ
 0 (q̃)

Hence, the TEE for this nonuniform interface on the
torus (in the vacuum sector) is given by
p
γ1 = 2 ln(4 pa2 b2 ),
(6.45)

P

X

qn

2
i Ni /2

P {Ni }
i Ni ∈even

X

P {Ni }
i Ni ∈odd

P

qn

i

Ni2 /2





1
− 24

qn
1

qn− 24

∞
Y

j=1

∞
Y

j=1

2r

(1 − qnj )−1 
2r


(1 − qnj )−1  
,
(6.41)

where q and q̃ are again take forms given by Eq. (4.29)
and we have defined qn ≡ exp(2πiτn ), with τn ≡ iβve,n /L
[ve,n is defined implicitly in Eqs. (6.35), (6.36)]. We have
also used the fact that, since we are in the untwisted
sector, we can write
RB LA
Z1,e = Z1,e
Z1,e



(6.42)

and, as usual, Z1,LA takes a similar form to that of Z1,RB .
We can express the partition function in terms of modular

Relation to Parent Topological Phase

We now provide a physical interpretation for the values of the TEE associated with the non-uniform interface
between A and B, which is based on determining whether
a gapped interface can be formed between phases A and
B using anyon condensation. This approach has been
fruitful in classifying gapped interfaces of 2D Abelian
phases [25, 28] as well as the case where the bulk topological order is non-Abelian [35, 56].
Suppose A and B share a common parent phase C –
that is to say, a phase in which condensing one set of
anyons yields A and condensing a different set of anyons
yields phase B. Then, one can form an interface between
A and B by starting with C, condensing down to A in one
region, and then condensing down to B in another region,
yielding a configuration which is gapped everywhere as
follows:
(A)

|

(C)

| (B)

.

(6.46)

Shrinking the region containing C yields a gapped interface between A and B. Similarly, a gapped interface can
be formed if C is a daughter phase of A and B – that is,
A and B can be condensed to obtain C.
The intermediate state C can be thought of as originating from A or B by gauging of an appropriate discrete symmetry, insofar as anyon condensation can be
viewed as the inverse operation of gauging an anyonic
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symmetry [70, 71] (related observations of the connection
between boundary physics and bulk physics have been
made in Ref. [72]). Consequently, the local interactions
that gap the interface manifest this symmetry, which, in
the Abelian case can be precisely shown to contribute
to a correction to the TEE [28]. Furthermore, in Ref.
[56], it was argued that the choice of C determines the
ground state of the interface to be a particular Ishibashi
state, from which the interface TEE was calculated to
be ln DC , where DC is the total quantum dimension of C.
In this subsection, after first reviewing this construction
for interfaces of Laughlin states, we identify the appropriate parent phases for the two classes of MR interfaces
identified above, as determined by the choice of gapping
interaction, and verify this relation with the TEE.
1.

Review of Laughlin Interfaces

Let us again consider an interface between Laughlin
ν −1 = pb2 and ν −1 = pa2 states, where a and b are coprime [25]. In this case the parent topological phase is a
Laughlin state at inverse filling ν −1 = pa2 b2 :
(A)

ν=

1
pb2

(C) ν =

1
pa2 b2

1
,
pa2
(6.47)

(B) ν =

The state C originates from A and B by gauging discrete Za and Zb symmetries, respectively. As such, the
local gapping interaction of the A − C interface displays
a discrete Za symmetry associated with the pairing of a
local quasiparticles of A with one local quasiparticle of
A. Similarly, on the B − C interface, the local interaction displays a Zb symmetry. Consequently, as the phase
“thins out,” one is left with the A − B interface where a
local quasiparticles of A bind to b local quasiparticles of
B.
Now, the anyon content of C is given by
C = {eirφ }r=1,...,pa2 b2 .

(6.48)

These anyons have spin
1 r2
.
hr =
2 pa2 b2

This precisely describes the topological order of B. It is
easy to see that condensing r = pab2 would instead give
A. Thus, C is indeed the parent state of A and B.
Now, the total quantum
dimension of a Laughlin ν −1 =
p
2 2
2
2
pa b state is D = pa b , which agrees with the value of
the TEE for an entanglement
cut lying along the physical
p
interface, γ = ln pa2 b2 , as computed in Ref. [12].
2.

Extension to Moore-Read Interfaces

Let us now consider the interface between ν −1 = pb2
and ν −1 = pa2 MR states, with a and b both odd. We
calculated
the TEE in this scenario to be given by γ =
p
ln(2 pa2 b2 ). This is precisely the TEE for a uniform
ν −1 = pa2 b2 MR state. We thus claim that the parent
phase for the ν −1 = pb2 and ν −1 = pa2 MR states, with
a and b both odd, is the ν −1 = pa2 b2 MR state:
(A)

MRpb2

(C) MRpa2 b2

(B) MRpa2 ,
(6.52)

where we have introduced the shorthand MRν −1 to denote the MR state at filling ν. Now, C has the anyon
content
C = {eirφ , χeirφ , σei(r+1/2)φ }r=1,...,pa2 b2 .

(6.53)

In order to obtain, say, phase B, we must condense an
anyon of the form χeirφ , since this will serve as the new
electron operator and we wish to obtain another MR
state. From the discussion of the Laughlin interface, it
2
is straightforward to see that condensing ψB = χeipa bφ
will yield the correct Laughlin quasiparticle content, as
well as Majorana content (since χ has trivial braiding
with itself, under a full 2π rotation).
As for the non-Abelian anyons, σei(r+1/2)φ , their braiding with ψB is given by,



b + 2r + 1
.
(6.54)
θσei(r+1/2)φ ,ψB = exp 2πi
2b
In order for this phase to be trivial, we require

(6.49)

Consider the anyon labelled by r0 = pa2 b. It has the
same spin, hr0 = 12 pa2 , as the electron operator in the
ν −1 = pa2 Laughlin state. The mutual statistics between
r0 and all other anyons is given by

r
(6.50)
θr0 ,r = exp 2πi .
b

So, if we condense r0 , only anyons of the form r = bl will
remain deconfined. These remaining anyons have mutual
statistics


ll′
′
(6.51)
θl,l = exp 2πi 2 .
pa

2r + 1 = b(2m + 1),

m ∈ Z.

(6.55)

Both the LHS and 2m + 1 are odd, and so a solution
exists if and only if b is also odd. If this is the case, we
find that the non-Abelian anyons parameterized as
r = b(m + 1/2) − 1/2 =⇒ σei(r+1/2)φ = σeib(m+1/2)φ
(6.56)
remain deconfined. These anyons have spin
hr =

1
1 (m + 1/2)2
,
+
16 2
pa2

(6.57)

which are precisely the spins of the non-Abelian anyons
in the MRpb2 state. We can also compute the braiding of
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these anyons and the deconfined Abelian anyons, eilbφ ,
to be


l(m + 1/2)
.
(6.58)
θσei(r+1/2)φ ,eilbφ = exp 2πi
pa2
This is the expected phase for braiding of the corresponding anyons in the MRpb2 state. It is straightforward to
see that the correct braiding statistics between the remaining non-Abelian anyons and Majoranas will also be
2
obtained. We thus conclude that by condensing χeipa bφ
in phase C, we obtain phase B. Provided a is odd, it
2
follows immediately that condensing χeipab φ in phase C
will yield phase A. We thus conclude that if both a and b
are odd, we can obtain a GI between MRpb2 and MRpa2
states which is characterized by an intervening MRpa2 b2
state, consistent with
p the fact that the TEE for this interface is γ = ln(2 pa2 b2 ).
Let us now consider the case where one of a and b, say
a, is even and the other odd. Our claim is that the parent
phase in this case is given not by a MR state, but by an
Ising × U (1)4pa2 b2 theory:
(A) MRpb2

(C) Ising × U (1)4pa2 b2

(B) MRpa2
(6.59)

The anyon content of C is given by
C = {1, χ, σ} × {eilφ }l=1,...,4pa2 b2 .

(6.60)

It is readily seen that
p C has the correct total quantum
dimension, DC = 4 pa2 b2 , given
p that the TEE for this
interface is given by γ = ln(4 pa2 b2 ).
Suppose we condense
ψB = χei2pa

2

bφ

.

(6.61)

This quasiparticle has spin
hB =

1 1 4p2 a4 b2
1 1
= + pa2 ,
+
2 2 4pa2 b2
2 2

(6.62)

which matches that of the electron operator in phase B.
Now, the braiding of a Laughlin quasiparticle eilφ with
ψB is given by




l
(2pa2 b)l
= exp 2πi
, (6.63)
θeilφ ,ψB = exp 2πi
4pa2 b
2b
which is trivial when l = 2bm, m ∈ Z. So, all Laughlin
quasiparticles except those of the form ei2bmφ are confined. The remaining Laughlin quasiparticles have mutual statistics




(2bm)(2bm′ )
mm′
θeimφ ,eim′ φ = exp 2πi
=
exp
2πi
,
4pa2 b
pa2
(6.64)
which are precisely the mutual statistics of the Laughlin
anyons in phase B. It immediately follows that anyons of

the form χei2bmφ are also deconfined and reproduce the
Majorana sectors of phase B. The braiding statistics of
the non-Abelian anyons, σeitφ with ψB is given by
1
1 (2pa2 b)t
t
b+t
1
= +
θσeitφ ,ψB = +
=
. (6.65)
2
2
2π
2
4pa b
2 2b
2b
The deconfined non-Abelian anyons thus satisfy
b + t = 2b(r + 1) =⇒ t = b(2r + 1)

(6.66)

with r ∈ Z. These deconfined anyons have spin
hr =

1
1
b2 (2r + 1)2
(r + 1/2)2
=
,
+
+
2
2
16
4pa b
16
pa2

(6.67)

which matches that of the non-Abelian anyons in phase
B. Hence, condensing ψB in C correctly reproduces phase
B. It follows, of course, that by instead condensing ψA =
2
χei2pab φ , we would have obtained phase A. Hence, C =
Ising × U (1)4pa2 b2 appears to be the correct intermediate
phase to describe the a even, b odd interface. Note that,
however, at no point was it necessary to impose that one
of a and b was even and the other odd; indeed, both
could have been odd as well. This is consistent with the
fact that the a, b odd interface could, in principle, also
be gapped using the tunneling terms of Eq. (5.42).
VII.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we extended the cut-and-glue approach
to calculating entanglement entropy of two-dimensional
topologically ordered phases to interfaces of the simplest
non-Abelian fractional quantum Hall states, namely the
generalized Moore-Read states. By carefully taking into
account the Hilbert space structure of the MR CFT, as
reviewed in Section II, we first demonstrated, in Section
IV, that we can reproduce the entanglement spectrum
and hence the topological entanglement entropy for each
of the topological sectors of the MR state on a torus. In
Section V B, we investigated interfaces of distinct generalized MR states, identifying when and how they can be
gapped out. In particular, we looked at interfaces of MR
states at inverse fillings ν −1 = pa2 and ν −1 = pb2 , with a
and b coprime, finding that they can always be gapped,
but also that the form of the gapping interaction depends
on whether a and b are both odd or if one is even. We
then found that this distinction manifests itself in the
TEE when the entanglement cut is placed along the interface. Indeed, we found in Section VI that,
p in the trivial
sector, the TEE is given by γ1 = 2 ln(2 p
pa2 b2 ) when a
and b are both odd and by γ1 = 2 ln(4 pa2 b2 ) when
one of a and b is even. Finally, we demonstrated how
this value of the TEE is connected to the existence of a
parent topological phase from which both the ν −1 = pa2
and ν −1 = pb2 MR states descend.
Although we focused on the generalized MR states,
in principle, the cut-and-glue approach could, in principle, be extended to other non-Abelian topological orders
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whose edge CFTs possess a free-field representation. Following our prescription, one can approximate a gapping
term to quadratic order and then project the resulting
ground state to the appropriate topological sector of the
physical Hilbert space. It should be possible, for instance,
to repeat our calculation for states in the BondersonSlingerland hierarchy [73] and for the orbifold FQH states
of Barkeshli and Wen [74]. It would also be interesting to
see whether our methodology could be used to investigate
interfaces of Abelian and non-Abelian states.
Aside from calculations of the entanglement entropy
in other systems, another open question is the extent to
which the anyon condensation picture of gapped interfaces of non-Abelian states is connected to the existence
of explicit gapping interactions for such interfaces. In
the examples we considered, we found that there did indeed appear to be a close correspondence between the
two. For an interface of MR states at inverse fillings
ν −1 = pb2 and ν −1 = pa2 with a and b both odd, we
were able to write down a gapping term which simply
corresponded to a local operator constructed by fusing
together elements of the set of anyons to be condensed.
In contrast, when one of a and b was even, we found
it useful to resort to a topologically equivalent description of the MR edge theory to be able to write down an
interaction which fully gapped the interface. Nevertheless, this interaction was still closely connected to the set
of condensed anyons characterizing the interface. Now,
for interfaces of Abelian states, it is known that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between Lagrangian subgroups and gapping interactions, provided one allows for
the introduction of additional topologically trivial edge
states (physically, this corresponds to edge reconstruction). Two Abelian theories differing from one another
only by the addition of such trivial edge states are said
to be stably equivalent theories [32, 33]. At a superficial level, our construction mirrors this notion of stable
equivalence, in that we write down a theory with the
same topological content, but with additional degrees of
freedom. However, the additional fields which are added
in our case are not local, in contrast to the Abelian case.
It is not clear how general this coset construction of topologically equivalent CFTs is, but it could perhaps be used
as a basis to write down general gapping interactions for
interfaces of arbitrary non-Abelian orders – or at least
those with free field representations. Such a scheme could
potentially be used to derive the different sets of tunneling interactions that can be used to gap out an interface
between two given non-Abelian topological orders.
Lastly, as noted in the introduction, gapped interfaces
of Abelian topological phases have attracted much interest in recent years, due to the possibility of realizing non-Abelian defects at terminations of said interfaces
[16–25, 27]. In fact, as also noted in the introduction,
the value of the TEE of an entanglement cut along an
interface between Abelian topological phases has been
connected to the emergence of a one-dimensional symmetry protected topological phase (SPT) along the interface

[28]. The endpoints of these SPTs support parafermions,
in contrast to purely one-dimensional SPTs which can
only host Majorana zero modes. It would be interesting to see whether an analogous statement holds for interfaces of generalized MR states and if one can obtain
bound states more exotic than parafermions.
After the initial posting of this work, Ref. [75] appeared, which examines gapped interfaces between distinct non-Abelian Chern-Simons theories.
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Appendix A: Modular Functions

In this appendix we collect the definitions and basic
properties of the θ and η functions. First, we introduce
the notation
q = e2πiτ ,

(A1)

where τ ∈ C is the modular parameter. The Dedekind η
function is defined as
η(τ ) = q 1/24

∞
Y

(1 − q n ).

(A2)

n=1

Under modular transformations, the η function satisfies
η(τ + 1) = eπi/12 η(τ ),
√
η(−1/τ ) = −iτ η(τ ).
We also make use of the θ functions,
X 1
2
θβα (τ ) =
q 2 (n+α) e2πi(n+α)β .

(A3)
(A4)

(A5)

n∈Z

Under modular transformations, these functions satisfy
α
θβα (τ + 1) = e−πiα(α−1) θα+β−
1 (τ ),
2
√
β
θβα (−1/τ ) = −iτ e2πiαβ θ−α (τ ).

(A6)
(A7)

The standard Jacobi θ functions (see, for instance, Ref.
[76]) can be expressed in terms of these more general
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functions:

Appendix B: Details of Projected Ground States
1.

Untwisted Sectors

For completeness, we can write down the explicit form
of the ground state in, say, the eirφ sector:
θ2 (τ ) =

X

q (n+1/2)

2

/2

1/2

= θ0 (τ ),

(A8)

n∈Z

θ3 (τ ) =

X

2

qn

/2

= θ00 (τ ),

(A9)

n∈Z

θ4 (τ ) =

X

2

(−1)n q n

/2

0
= θ1/2
(τ ).

(A10)

n∈Z

Lastly, we note that for τ = iτ2 , with τ2 ∈ R+ , we have
that

lim η(τ ) = q 1/24 .

(A11)

τ2 →∞

lim θα (τ )
τ2 →∞ β


1
|ψeirφ ,1 i =
|Gb,osc,1 i ⊗
2
+ |Gb,osc,1 i ⊗

= δα,0 .

X

e−

(A12)

ve πnN 2
2L

r
N ∈Z− n

X

r
N+ n

(−1)

e

|ψeirφ i = Peirφ ,B |ψbeirφ i = |ψeirφ ,1 i ⊗ |ψeirφ ,2 i ,

where we made use of Eq. (4.19). Following Section
III A, we further rewrite Peirφ ,B = Peirφ ,RB Peirφ ,LB so
that we can express the exact interface ground states as
|ψeirφ ,1 i = Peirφ ,RB |ψbeirφ ,1 i
(B2)
1
= (1 + (−1)FRB (−1)NRB +r/n ) |ψbeirφ ,1 i ,
2
|ψeirφ ,2 i = Peirφ ,LB |ψbeirφ ,2 i
(B3)
1
= (1 + (−1)FLB (−1)NLB −r/n ) |ψbeirφ ,2 i .
2

As is evident from the above expression, the effect of the
projection on, say, |ψbeirφ ,1 i, is to annihilate all states not
satisfying (−1)FRB (−1)NRB +r/n = 1. As discussed in the
main text, the form of |ψbeirφ ,1 i is such that the remainig
states will also satisfy (−1)FLA (−1)NLA −r/n = 1. Analogous statements hold for the action of the projection on
|ψbeirφ ,2 i. Note that these expressions for the projections
require that |ψbeirφ ,1/2 i already obey the correct quantization of the winding numbers, NµB for sector eirφ .
Explicitly, we can write

|NRB = N i |NLA = −N i ⊗

2
− ve πnN
2L

r
N ∈Z− n

(B1)

|NRB = N i |NLA


Y
1 + ie−ṽe k/2 d†−k c†k |0i

k>0

 (B4)

Y
= −N i ⊗
1 − ie−ṽe k/2 d†−k c†k |0i ,
k>0

with |ψeirφ ,2 i taking a similar form. Focusing on the explicit expression for |ψeirφ ,1 i, we see that every state appearing
in the second line of Eq. (B4) with (−1)FRB (−1)NRB +r/n = −1 will indeed cancel with a corresponding state in the
first line.
2.

Twisted Sectors
a.

Ground State

We present here the explicit form of the approximated ground state in the a = σei(r+1/2)φ sector:
1
|ψa i = PB |ψba i = (1 + (−1)FB (−1)NRB +NLB ) |ψba i ,
2

(B5)

where we used Eq. (4.45) to write P |ψba i = PB |ψba i. As in the untwisted sector case of the previous subsection,
we made use of the fact that all the states appearing in |ψba i obey the correct quantization of the winding modes,
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Nµα , appropriate to the a = σei(r+1/2)φ sector to write down a closed form expression for PB |ψba i. The effect of
the projection is to annihilate all states not satisfying (−1)FB (−1)NRB +NLB = 1. Again, as discussed in the main
text, the remaining states will also automatically satisfy (−1)FA (−1)NRA +NLA = 1. Explicitly evaluating the above
expression for |ψa i, we can write




Y
X
2
ve πnN
1

e− 2L |NRB = N i |NLA = −N i ⊗
|ψa i = |Gb,osc,1 i ⊗
1 + ie−ṽe k/2 d†−k c†k |0i
2
r+1/2
N ∈Z−




⊗ |Gb,osc,2 i ⊗

k>0

n

X

e−

ve πnN 2
2L

N ∈Z− r+1/2
n

|NLB = −N i |NRA = N i ⊗

Y

k>0






1 + ie−ṽe k/2 c̃†−k d˜†k |0i

1
⊗ √ (|0A , 0B i + i |1A , 1B i)
2




Y
X
r+1/2
ve πnN 2
1

+ |Gb,osc,1 i ⊗
1 − ie−ṽe k/2 d†−k c†k |0i
(−1)N + n e− 2L |NRB = N i |NLA = −N i ⊗
2
r+1/2
N ∈Z−




⊗ |Gb,osc,2 i ⊗

X

k>0

n

(−1)−N −

r+1/2
n

e

2
− ve πnN
2L

N ∈Z− r+1/2
n

1
⊗ √ (|0A , 0B i − i |1A , 1B i).
2

|NLB = −N i |NRA = N i ⊗

Y

k>0






1 − ie−ṽe k/2 c̃†−k d˜†k |0i
(B6)

Although this is a rather cumbersome expression, we can
parse its meaning as follows. The first three lines are
simply a reexpression of |ψba i. The last three lines correspond to the state obtained by acting on |ψba i with
(−1)FB (−1)NRB +NLB . Every state appearing in the last
three lines for which (−1)FB (−1)NRB +NLB = −1 will
thus cancel with a state in the first three lines, leaving
only states with (−1)FB (−1)NRB +NLB = 1, as desired.
b.

Zero Mode Fermion Parity

Now, as alluded to in the main text, there is a subtlety
regarding how to interpret the fermion parity of the zero
mode. We constructed the fermion
fA from the MZMs
√
˜0 )/ 2. However, we can also
d0 and d˜0 as fA = (d0 +
i
d
√
define fA′ = (d˜0 + id0 )/ 2, so that
1
|0, 0̃i = √ (|0A , 0B i + i |1A , 1B i)
2
1
= √ (|1′A , 0B i − |0′A , 1B i).
2

(B7)
(B8)

In other words, fA being occupied is equivalent to saying that fA′ is unoccupied and vice versa. The point at
issue is that the Z2 symmetry operators, Gα [see Eq.
(3.12)], are defined in terms of the total fermion parities,
(−1)Fα , and one must decide whether this parity is measured relative to the occupation of fA or fA′ . Indeed, if

we measured it with respect to fA′ , one would find that
Pa |ψba i = 0 since, for each state appearing in |ψba i, the
total fermion parities of A and B would be opposite to
one another.
In order to remove this ambiguity in the definition of
the fermion parity, it is necessary to resort to physical
arguments which can provide additional input, which we
now provide. Before physically cutting the torus into the
cylinders A and B, the torus starts in the ground state
with a σei(r+1/2)φ Wilson loop wrapping around the ycycle (i.e. the cycle perpendicular to the entanglement
cut). On performing the physical cut of the torus into two
cylinders, the Wilson loop is cut into two Wilon lines with
endpoints at the edges of the cylinders. Physically, this
configuration corresponds to having a σei(r+1/2)φ anyon
on one end of each cylinder and the corrsponding conjugate anyon on the other end of each cylinder.
Let us label these anyons as σA,r ≡ σA ei(r+1/2)φA ,
σ A,r ≡ σ A ei(r+1/2)φA , σB,r ≡ σB ei(r+1/2)φB , and σ B,r ≡
σ B ei(r+1/2)φB . We claim that the pairs of anyons at each
interface must fuse to the identity, and not to a neutral
Majorana:
σA,r × σ B,r = σB,r × σ A,r = 1.

(B9)

Physically, we can think of the electron tunneling terms
which glue the edges together as hybridizations of σA,r
with σ B,r and σB,r with σ A,r . This would make it energetically preferable for each pair of these anyons to fuse
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into the identity, as opposed to a Majorana fermion. In
particular, when we expanded the tunneling term about
one of its minima, we did so assuming that this corresponded to the ground state, which one should interpret
as the vacuum.
Now, we wish to identify what the allowed fusion possibilities for σA × σ A and σB × σ B should be. From
the previous paragraph, we see that fusing all four of the
twist anyons should yield the vacuum. This requires that
either σA ×σ A = σB ×σ B = 1 or σA ×σ A = σB ×σ B = χ.
This suggests that we should define the complex fermions
f1,2 on cylinders A and B to be such that we can express
the ground state as
1
|0, 0̃i = √ (|01 , 02 i + α |11 , 12 i),
2

(B10)

where α is some unimportant phase. Hence, our choice
of measuring the fermion parity relative to fA and fB is
consistent with this physical picture. We note that this
line of reasoning is similar to more carefully constructed
arguments for determining the ground state degeneracy
of the Moore-Read state on the torus – see, for instance,
Refs. [77, 78].
Appendix C: Alternative Representation of the Ising
CFT

In this section, we consider the edge theory of the Ising
topological order which, conventionally, is described by
the Ising CFT. We first write down a CFT description
of the edge which is topologically equivalent to the Ising
CFT, in a sense to be made more precise shortly. We
then show how we can write down an explicit gapping
interaction for the interface of two Ising edges using this
alternative CFT description, which does not appear possible (at least based on a superficial analysis) in the standard Ising CFT description of the edge.
1.

Coset Construction and Hilbert Space Structure

In the usual free-field representation, the Ising edge
theory contains a single chiral Majorana:
i
L′ = ψ (∂t − ∂x )ψ.
2

(C1)

The three topological sectors in the theory are 1, σ, and ψ
– the vacuum, twist operator, and Majorana sectors, respectively. Gapping an interface between two Ising topological orders thus appears difficult, as any local tunneling operator would have to involve terms quadratic in
both the left- and right-moving Majoranas, which naı̈vely
would square to unity.
We instead make use of the coset representation,
SO(N + 1)1
∼ SO(N + 1)1 ⊠ SO(N )1 . (C2)
Ising =
SO(N )

Here we take N = 2r, 1 < r ∈ Z. On the left hand
side of the equivalence, we have a theory of N + 1 chiral
Majoranas in which we gap out N of them. On the right
hand side, we have a theory of N + 1 chiral Majoranas
and N anti-chiral Majoranas in which we have condensed
a certain set of bosonic anyons so as to identify certain
topological sectors. Now, the Ising CFT is identical to
the coset SO(N +1)1 /SO(N ), in that they have the same
primary operator content as well as total and chiral central charges. In contrast,we will say the Ising CFT and
the SO(N + 1)1 ⊠ SO(N )1 CFT are topologically equivalent, in that they possess the same primary operator content (i.e. topological sectors) and chiral central charge,
but not the same total central charge [50, 79].
Let us now outline in detail the structure of the
SO(N +1)1 ⊠SO(N )1 theory. Placing the Ising topological order on a cylinder, as in Fig. 1, the µ = L, R = +, −
edges are described by the Lagrangians
Lµ =

N
X

N
X
i
a i
a
ψµα (∂t − µ∂x )ψµα +
ψ µ (∂t + µ∂x )ψ µ .
2
2
α=0
a=1
(C3)

So, on edge L (R), there are N + 1 chiral (anti-chiral)
a
Majoranas, ψµα and N anti-chiral (chiral) Majoranas, ψ µ .
For simplicity, we have set all velocities to unity. Additionally, we adopt the convention that Greek indices α, β
run from 0 to N and the Latin indices a, b from 1 to N .
This theory possesses the currents
Jµαβ = iψµα ψµβ ,

a

ab

b

J µ = iψ µ ψ µ ,

(C4)

which generate the SO(N + 1)1 and SO(N )1 Kac-Moody
algebras of the two edges, respectively. Additionally, the
operators
a

Mµαa = iψµα ψ µ

(C5)

correspond to the condensed bosons encoded in the tensor product, ⊠, and hence, like the currents, are localelectronic objects. Using these expressions, we can see
that this theory is in fact topologically equivalent to the
Ising CFT. For instance, starting with one Majorana
fermion,
say, ψ α , we can obtain any other Majorana ψ β
a
or ψ by fusing it with J αβ or M αa . Hence, there is only
one distinct Majorana fermion sector, as in the Ising theory.
Although not strictly necessary, it will prove convenient for our purposes to bosonize as many of the
fermions as possible. Since we have taken N = 2r to be
even, we can pair up all the Majoranas in the SO(N )1
factor into Dirac fermions and bosonize them:
j
2j−1
2j √
cjµ = (ψ µ
+ iψ µ )/ 2 ∼ eiφµ , j = 1, . . . , r. (C6)
Hence,
2j−1

ψµ

j

∼ cos(φµ ),

2j

j

ψ µ ∼ sin(φµ ).

(C7)
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As for the SO(N + 1) factor, we can bosonize all but one
of the Majoranas, say the µ = 0 one:
√
j
cjµ = (ψµ2j−1 + iψµ2j )/ 2 ∼ eiφµ , j = 1, . . . , r. (C8)
Hence
ψµ2j−1 ∼ cos(φjµ ),

ψµ2j ∼ sin(φjµ ).

(C9)

The µ = L, R = +, − edges are then described by the
Lagrangians
Lµ =

r
i
1 Xh
j
j
∂x φjµ (µ∂t − ∂x )φjµ + ∂x φµ (−µ∂t − ∂x )φµ
4π j=1

i
+ ψµ (∂t − µ∂x )ψµ ,
2

(C10)

where we have relabelled ψµα=0 ≡ ψµ . In this partially
bosonized language, the currents are given by

(α+1)/2

) cos(φ(β+1)/2 ), α odd, β odd
cos(φ
αβ
J ∼ cos(φ(α+1)/2 ) sin(φβ/2 ), α odd, β even

sin(φα/2 ) sin(φβ/2 ), α even, β even
(C11)
for α, β 6= 0, while,
(
ψ cos(φ(β+1)/2 ), β odd
0β
J ∼
ψ sin(φβ/2 ), β even

,

(C12)

(C13)

The local-electronic operators, M αa , are likewise given
by

(a+1)/2

), α odd, a odd
cos(φ(α+1)/2 ) cos(φ

a/2
M αa ∼ cos(φ(α+1)/2 ) sin(φ ), α odd, a even


sin(φα/2 ) sin(φa/2 ), α even, a even

(C14)

M 0a ∼

ψ cos(φ
ψ sin(φ

(a+1)/2

a/2

), a odd

), a even.

Nµj =

Z

0

L

∂x φjµ
dx,
2π

j

Nµ =

(C15)

We have suppressed the µ = L, R edge subscript for compactness in the above expressions.
Now, as discussed in Section II for the MR theory, it
is important that we understand the organization of the
Hilbert space as dictated by the currents. Let us first

Z

L

0

j

∂x φµ
dx,
2π

(C16)

which have integer eigenvalues. We then define the operator
P

for β 6= 0, and

(a+1)/2
(b+1)/2

) cos(φ
), a odd, b odd

cos(φ
ab
(a+1)/2
b/2
J ∼ cos(φ
) sin(φ ), a odd, b even


sin(φa/2 ) sin(φb/2 ), a even, b even.

for α 6= 0, and by
(

work in the fermionic language of Eq. (C3) and Eq. (C4).
As described above, there are three topological sectors:
1, ψ, and σ. Since the currents are all bilinears in the
Majorana fields, it immediately follows that all states
within a topological sector have the same total fermion
parity, (−1)F , where (−1)F anti-commutes with all the
Majorana fields.
Similar statements hold in the (partially) bosonized
language. From Equations (C11)-(C15) we see that
the current operators either change the bosonic winding number parity of two bosonic fields, or change the
bosonic winding number parity of one field and the Majorana fermion parity. In other words, in the identity
sector, the total bosonic winding number parity (of both
the barred and unbarred fields) must much that of the
fermion parity – note the similarity with the “gluing”
constraint in the Moore-Read CFT.
In order to express this Hilbert space organization
more formally, let us identify the operator which generates the underlying Z2 gauge symmetry. As usual, we
write the bosonic winding numbers as

I = (−1)F (−1)

j
j
j (NR +NL )

P

(−1)

j
j
j (N R +N L )

,

(C17)

where (−1)F anti-commutes with the Majorana fields ψL
and ψR . This generates the Z2 transformation,
ψ µ → −ψµ ,

φjµ → φjµ + µπ,

j

j

φµ → φµ − µπ, (C18)

under which the currents are manifestly invariant. The
physical Hilbert space is defined by the constraint I = 1,
which simply states the total number of fermionic excij
j
tations (recalling that the vertex operators eiφµ and eiφµ
obey fermionic statistics) is even.

2.

Gapping Term

Let us now return to the question which motivated
the search for an alternative representation of the Ising
edge theory, namely, how to gap out an interface of Ising
edges. For instance, suppose we would like to glue the
two edges of the cylinder in Fig. 1 together by bringing
them close together and adding an interaction to gap
them out. To do so, we can simply write down a currentcurrent interaction, which is local by definition and takes
the form of a Gross-Neveu interaction [69]:
X αβ αβ
X
ab ab
Hgap = u
JR JL + u
JL
(C19)
JR
α,β

a,b

2

= −u(ψR · ψL ) − u(ψ R · ψ L )2 .

(C20)
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where we have defined
In the language of the standard Ising edge theory (i.e.
the usual Ising CFT), this interaction heuristically corresponds to (ψL ψR )2 , as one would expect on the basis
of an anyon condensation picture of the gapped interface. Indeed, condensing ψL ψR in the Ising×Ising theory
yields the Toric code topological order, which can further
be condensed to a trivial order. In the partially bosonized
2Θj ≡ φjR − φjL ,
language, this Gross-Neveu interaction becomes (dropping terms which only renormalize velocities)
i
X h
j1
j2
cos(2Θj1 ) cos(2Θj2 ) + cos(2Θ ) cos(2Θ )
Hgap = − u

j

j

j

2Θ = φR − φL .

(C22)

j1 6=j2

−u

r
X

cos(2Θj )iψL ψR

j=1

(C21)
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